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PART ONE
ELEM ENTS
MEANS
PROCEDURES

The widespread rediscovery of the built environment, by both
the public and the development
community, is reflected in an
increased appreciation of the economic and planning benefits
of rehabilitating historic structures for contemporary use.
As a result of significant tax
incentives for historic
building reuse, there has been a substantial
increase in
rehabilitation activity over the past several years. For
example, since the passage of the Economic Recovery Tax Act
of 1981, investment in historic buildings has increased from
730 million in 1981, to over 2.3 billion in 1986 (1).
TAX INCENTIVE EFFECTS
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However, as a result of the new tax laws for 1987, the
Investment Tax Credits (ITC) of the
incentive program have
undergone significant reductions. Previously,
the owner was
entitled to three-tiered
credit;
25%
for a certified
historic building, 20% for a 40 year old building, and 15%
for a 30 year old building.
Under the new tax act, the owner
is now entitled to a tax credit of 20% of the rehabilitation
cost for certified historic structures and a 10% credit for
rehabilitation of non registered properties built before
1937.
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The implementation of
these
program
reductions
raises
concerns over the continued growth of rehabilitation efforts
in cities and towns throughout the nation.
In a majority of
cases, rehabilitating an historic building is dependent on
the use of these tax incentives.
Since 1981,
the National
Park Service has found that over 63 percent of historic
rehabilitation projects would not have been possible had the
incentives not been available (2).

Unlike new construction,
historic building rehabilitation
generates additional levels of complexity to the development
process. Resolving these issues requires substantial frontend evaluation of projects before a sponsor can be sure of
the feasibility of a proposed reuse. Prior to the tax reform
of 1987, sponsors accepted these additional burdens as they
were outweighted by
the benefits of the
ITC
program.
However, under the new incentive program, sponsors must Still
address the same issues only now with reduced benefits.
By it's nature, each rehabilitation project is unique; there
are no two projects alike.
Nevertheless,
the additional
complexities of reuse typically involve two key areas;
1. Tax
incentive
requirements.

constraints/

2. Uncertainties of reuse.
In order to qualify for the Investment Tax Credits, historic
rehabilitation projects must adhere to federal and local
standards.
First, a property must be listed or be eligible
for listing on the National Register for Historic Places,
either on its own merit or because it contributes to the
Character of a designated historic district.
If too much of
the original design or material has been removed or altered,
NPS officials may rule that the historic significance of a
building has been irretrievably lost. Finally,
the building
must be renovated for an income producing use - apartments,
hotel, offices, or stores.
Unfortunately,
not all historic
buildings are located where people want to live and work, or
shop.
According to Michael Dowd,
president of Investment
Services Incorporated;
"Old buildings Survived mainly because they stood
on ground that w a s n 't valuable enough to warrant
knocking them down."(3)
Once a sponsor has found an appropriate property,
the plans
for rehabilitation are then subject to review by the State
Historic Preservation Office and then by the National Park
Service.
If the plans fail to follow the standards set down
by the Secretary of the Interior,
the tax credit will be
denied.
Even if the rehabilitation plans are approved,
the
credits will be denied if the final product deviates from
what had been proposed, or if poor restoration techniques are
used.
Until the reductions in ITC's, these issues were dealt with
by project sponsors as the benefits outweighed the added
cost of the review process. However, under the new incentive
program, sponsors must
address the same issues,
but with
reduced benefits.

The process of rehabilitation
is further complicated by the
uncertainties which are an inherent characteristic of reuse
projects. In 1978, a non profit organization known as INFORM
published a two
year study on business
involvement
in
preservation. Analyzing 71
existing projects across the
nation, the study identified three problem areas associated
with preservation activities (4):
1. Uncertainties
in
construction:
Delays or
cost
overruns that
developed when hidden structural
problems were/are discovered.
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2. Availability of capital:
Unlike new
construction,
the
financial
and
technical
uncertainty
of
rehabilitation
creates perceptions
of greater
risk for financial institutions
and investors.
3.

Community,
employee,
and
management apprehension:
Fears of damaging
historically
significant structures can create
community and
special interest
opposition to reuse projects.

If preservation efforts are to continue to grow under the new
incentive program, then efficient methodologies need to be
adopted to insure that the complexities of historic building
rehabilitation are successfully
addressed.
In order to
institute an efficient methodology, one must focus on one of
the phases of the development process— the feasibility study.
Feasibility studies provide
an
understanding
of
the
opportunities and realistic value of a site or building.
In order to
adequately understand the effects that the
uncertainties and incentive constraints of reuse will have on
a proposed project, requires a thorough investigation of the
existing structure. Carefully addressing these issues during
a project's initial phases insures that the
variety of
parties involved in the process,
attain their objectives
without fear of major complications arising in the future.

A
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Depending on the proposed reuse, feasibility studies can also
represent an extensive investment of time and expense.
If a
sponsor has severa-1 properties available for reuse, he/she
will want to limit investment until the project with the best
potential has been determined.
Therefore,
in order to use
resources more effectively,
preliminary
studies
should
provide a coarse sieve, identifying buildings with a high
reuse potential, narrowing the field of study.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
This report is intended to function as a guide to the means
and procedures for performing
a
feasibility
study for
historic building rehabilitation.
In order to present a
clear, organized format
to
specific
reuse issues,
the
feasibility program presented in this report
is oriented
towards the sponsor
who is looking to develop
vacant,
historic buildings into viable products.
Adapted from the Royal Institute of British Architect's plan
of work, Figure 2 identifies
the
key
stages
of the
feasibility program (5),
Each
stage
of
the
program
represents an increasing investment of time and expense as
opportunities for reuse become more viable.
The process is
intended to limit investment during the early stages of
analysis and thereby insure the development of a building(s)
which exhibit(s) the greatest potential for reuse.

Figure 2
I.
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a
b.
c.
d.

establish potential users .
take stock of develompent options
area, compatibility
evaluate potential projects

SECURE OPTION ON PROPERTY FOR
INDEPTH STUDY

II.

INDEPTH FEASIBILITY STUDY

PROCEED WITH REUSE

LEAVE BUILDING

In each of the phases presented in figure 2, specific issues
need to be evaluated in terms of their significance to a
particular reuse.
In
order to establish an
evaluation
system, the proposed
study is designed specifically for
rehabilitating buildings to office u s e .
In general, the conversion or redevelopment of an existing
building for office use can be the most advantageous of reuse
efforts.
These advantages are based on the following
factors:
o Office buildings can be the most profitable as they command
higher rents than most any other occupancy (6).
Improving
the economic viability of any scheme can assist in reducing
the uncertainties
of
attracting
both . financing and
investors.
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o Depending on the property selected for rehabilitation,
office use can be the least destructive to the building
fabric (7).
Federal and local regulations which guide
incentive programs control the extent to which an older or
historic property can be modified without
losing tax
benefits.
If project viability is subject to receiving the
tax credits,
then
minimizing the adverse effects of
building conversion should be pursued.
The specialization of the proposed methodology for office
development does not preclude
its value
for other reuse
studies. Lacking only a specific framework for
evaluation, the presented sequence of analysis remains the
same for any occupancy.
In addition, this study provides an overall program for.
addressing the principal
issues of current
preservation
efforts in building reuse. These are issues which affect all
historic building rehabilitation projects and understanding
the benefits and potential pitfalls
in this field will
facilitate the development of reuse analysis methodologies.
The resulting product from this study will be a valuable tool
for the following rehabilitation efforts as it will:
® Provide
support
for
obtaining
funding from financial institutions
arid potential investors.
• Provide
guidlines
for
planning in
future
development.

5

detailed
project

• Provide a marketing tool to
attract potential tenants or buyers.

• Be presented to local and federal
historic
commissions
to
obtain
preliminary approval
and aleviate
anxieties over reuse.
• Be
presented
to local building
officals
to
obtain
preliminary
approval for a proposed reuse.
REPORT FORMAT
Based on the flow chart in Figure 2, the first part of this
report outlines the specific elements, means and procedures
for assembling a feasibility
study.
The
framework it
provides is skeletal; it does not purport to describe all of
the decisions which
will
confront
those who undertake
historic rehabilitation. Furthermore, it should be noted
that no single individual should expect to possess all of the
skills required to conduct a study of any significant size.
Experienced professionals whether
legal,
financial,
architectural or otherwise - should be brought in as deemed
necessary.
Because the program is an evaluative procedure for selecting
buildings with the best development potential,
the second
portion of the report applies the presented methodology
to twelve historic and older buildings located in both the
Tucson and Phoenix areas.
Analyzing both the common and
diverse elements of each of the 12 buildings, the program
demonstrates which of these properties should be selected for
an indepth feasibility study.
The last section of this report is an indepth study of one
of the selected properties.
Undertaken with preservation
objectives in mind, the study demonstrates the effectiveness
of the proposed
selection process and the challange of
adapting historic structures to contemporary use.

6

Because professional time
for
undertaking
an
indepth
feasibility study is valuable
and the number of vacant
buidlings available in an area may be high,
a project
sponsor's intial task is to locate and evaluate potential
properties. By following a
sequential
approach,
which
narrows the number of buildings to be surveyed,
the sponsor
can insure the selection of those projects with the most
potential for profitable
investment.
Information gathered
during the project development phase will also assist the
sponsor in determining
which factors will most strongly
affect a specific project's feasibility and thus, provide
guidlines for later, more detailed planning.
A. ESTABLISH POTENTIAL USERS
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The first stage of the project development process is to
analyze those markets which could support the proposed new
use.
Since the purpose of the reuse venture is to provide
office space, project sponsors must determine a suitable
locality for this particular occupancy and also, identify the
characteristics of existing and potential tenants.
Although it is
important
to keep in mind the overall
stability of an area, the parties
involved with the market
Survey should focus their analysis on particular communities
or neighborhoods which contain older and historic properties.
By analyzing specific areas,
project sponsors can identify
not only the market demand for these areas,
but also the
needs of potential
users.
The
future success of
the
rehabilitation project is, in pa r t , subject to its ability to
attract tenants. Though
it
is
not necessary to know
precisely who each tenant is going to be, it is essential to
have some idea of what kind of users are involved since they
will vary in what they require.
Potential project areas can be determined through a survey of
market areas and
tenant
characteristics.
The following
survey steps were prepared from Laurence Reiner's book. How
to Recycle Buildings (1).
1, Survey existing and proposed office
buildings within
market
areas,
to
determine:
o occupancy levels
o rental rate per sq.ft,
o occupant types

2. Inquire
with
local
real
estate
brokers/management
firms to determine
the need
for
office
space
in
neighborhoods which contain older and
historic properties.
3. Analyze
qualified neighborhoods to
determine whe(/ier there has been an
influx of new office space, and if so,
who the predominant users are.
4. Inquire
with
public
agencies,
especially a planning or redevelopment
office
to
identify
available
properties.
5. Field survey.

Undertaking a market
survey
will not only
assist
in
identifying the needs
for a project, but
it will also
establish the credibility of the proposed reuse.
Project
credibility will serve to convince lending institutions or
potential investors that the rehabilitation effort is indeed
a worthwhile endeavor.
The following sources may be
useful
in obtaining this
information: census reports, marketing surveys, real estate
periodicals, trade papers,
and the real estate and financial
sections of city and community newspapers.

B. TAKE STOCK OF DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS
Information gathered during market analysis should identify
several market areas which could support the proposed reuse
project. The next stage of project development is to carry
out an inventory of available buildings within those areas.
In order to allow comparison of the available opportunities,
and an identification of the most promising possibilities,
buildings which are eligible or potentially eligible for the
investment tax credits need to be identified and mapped.
Then, the physical characteristics of the available buildings
should be surveyed and summarized
in a format which will
facilitate a comparison of project alternatives.

PROJECT
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To determine if a property is eligible for the investment tax
credits, a sponsor should first check and see if it is on the
National Register of Historic Places.
If
the available
property has not been listed,
then it will be up to the
sponsor to assess if a property's historic value establishes
it as potentially eliligble for listing on the register.(see
section D. Historic Significance)
In mapping potential
properties, the prospective sponsor
should attempt to identify only those properties which can be
adapted to the intended use (office) while still maintaining
their eligibility for
the
ITC's.
In
making
this
determination, a number of property characteristics should be
considered.
The condition of the property will determine the
extent and cost of the required renovation. This in turn may
affect eligibility for the rehabilitation tax credit, which
is available only for a "substantial" rehabilitation -one
whose cost must generally exceed the owner's basis in the
building.
At the same time, the building must not require so
much expansion or alteration that 75 percent of the existing
walls cannot be retained.
Eligibility for the tax credit
will
depend
on
other
characteristics as well.
Age is an important criterion;
a
structure must be at least
50 years old to qualify for the
minimum 10 percent credit.
If the building is located in
a National Register District, Federal restrictions may govern
the type of rehabilitation work which can be undertaken.
Unless certified as not contributing to the significance of
of the district,
a building within a historic district must
undergo certified rehabilitation,
to obtain the tax credit.
If the structure is a locally designated landmark or situated
in a locally created district,
provisions
of the local
preservation ordinance may dictate the extent and nature of
alterations which can be carried out.
During the project
development
stage,
much of
this
information would require a significant amount of effort to
obtain.
Therefore, project
sponsors need to establish some

basic criteria which can be used to quickly indent if y those
projects for study.
Though it is not necessary to address
all applicable federal and local regulations, it is essential
to structure the criteria so that
they provide for the
primary aspects of the eligibility requirements.
Since one of the primary regulatory concerns is controlling
the nature and extent of proposed
rehabilitation,
then
limiting the adverse affects to the building fabric must be a
primary consideration. According to Herbert McLaughlin, a
principal in the San Fransico firm of Kaplan/McLaughlin/Diaz,
the size of the tenant that the proposed reuse is marketed
for will have a direct affect
on the type of building
utilized (2). Warehouses,
industrial
buildings
and
department stores, approximately 12,000 to 40,000 square feet
in size, are well suited for large tenants.
This building
type however, is difficult to renovate
for the small tenant
due to the small amount of exterior window wall available.
Physically changing the building to accomodate the small
tenant may result in a loss of the tax credit.
Buildings up to 12,000 square feet
in size and constructed
between 1860 and 1930 are typically suited
for tenants
requiring 200 to 2000 square feet of leaseble space.
These
structures were built prior to the advent of air
conditioning and therefore,
had
to
provide
natural
ventilation to virtually every space in the building.
The
resulting configuration is a high ratio of window wall to
floor area, which is usually subdivided
into many smaller
spaces.
These shapes are extremely difficult to renovate for
large scale office use as the subdivisions restrict the
development of interior
spaces.
Again,
the option of
physically changing the building for larger firms may affect
eligibility.
Another method for assessing the development potential of a
building involves matching user needs with the spatial and
physical characteristics of the available structures.
By
matching user needs to the appropriate building type, a
sponsor can limit the extent of alterations and thereby
reduce both project costs and detrimental impacts to historic
fabric.
The first step in assessing this potential, is to establish a
conceptual framework for
matching users
to
buildings.
Adapted from Industrial
Rehabilitation,
tenants
can
be
classified according to the following factors (3):
a. The amount
require.

and

type

b. The separation
they
activities or users.

of

space they

require

between

10

c. The
demand
ventilation.

for

natural

light

and

space

the

d. The type of access desired.
Each of these factors will affect
tenant then utilizes.

the

type

of

Buildings may be classified according to their configuration,
the number of floors,
frontage, depth, construction,
and
aspect.
Each of these variables affect how the building may
be used, its ease of subdivision,
and extent of conversion.
Developed by Thomas
Markus
in Building Conversion
and
Rehabilitation, figures 1-4 identify key spatial and physical
characteristics of existing buildings (4). These tables can
be used to identify those buildings which are best suited for
the proposed reuse.

PROJECT
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Since a sponsor may not know precisely who each tenant is
going to be,
a critical building attribute is its internal
subdivision.
Each tenant will require an undetermined amount
of space and therefore, the selected building will have to
meet these unknown variables.
As a result, sponsors should
evaluate the adaptibility of each building for subdividing
internal spaces.
Figure 1 STRUCTURAL SYSTEM

Structural system affects ease of sub-division and flexibility of use.

frame construction

load bearing perimeter wall
and internal columns

load bearing walls

Depending on the type of office use the project is marketed
for, natural light and ventilation may be an asset. Aspect,
building depth, and frontage will all affect
the amount of
natural light and ventilation available.

Figure 2 ASPECT AND BUILDING DEPTH

Aspect affects natural light, ventilation and ease of access.
affects perceived building identity.

Aspect also

Depth of building affects the amount of natural light and ventilation available.

one way

three way

detached

two way

depth of building
lhallow

medium

81
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Based on potential tenant characteristics, a sponsor should
select buildings which suite the type of tenancy to be
provided. Tenancy types vary according to
the form of
access, degree of
separation between tenancies, services
provided, and size.

Figure 3 TENANT TYPES

Direct Access
Self contained space
Type of user:
Firm requires an established identity. Name displayed on representative unit.
D ire c t access

PROJECT
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Indirect Access
Each unit enclosed with lockable access from common corridor.
Type of user:
Small firms requiring security, but less concerned with
presenting individual identity.
In d ire c t access

O p e n plan

Open Plan
Individual firm areas defined by screens.

3

Type of user:
Small expanding firms with compatible uses. Allows for rapid changes in size and
personnel.

Depending on the need for on site parking and access,
sponsor should evaluate buildings for site coverage.

a

Figure 4 SITE COVERAGE

100 percent site coverage
------------------

_____________ J.
60 percent site coverage

Advantages:
* effective use of land
* ease of communication within
the site
Disadvantages:
* unloading off street
* limited exoansion
* access
* no parking
Advantages:

* o ff street loading and parking
* expansion
* open space
Disadvantages:
* definition of entrance
* maintenance

40 percent site coverage

Advantages:

* parking
* expansion
* security
* image

40 percent site coverage with several buildings

Advantages:
* ease of sub-division
* phased development
* identity
Disadvantages:
* maintenance

Conformance with local zoning codes should also be a primary
consideration in selecting buildings
for study. Adapting an
existing structure to current requirements may jeopardize not
only historically significant elements, but also add an extra
cost which could negate project feasibility.
Because older
and historic structures were built prior to the enactment of
many of these regulations, most
zoning codes will exempt a
nonconforming building from certain current provisions.
In
order to take advantage of these exemptions, a building must
be located in areas zoned for the proposed new use, or if the
proposed use, while specifically not permitted, has the same
or less environmental impact than the previously allowed use.
Based on the foregoing, buildings utilized in this study must
meet the following requirements in order to be mapped for
study.
1. The structure
on the market.

PROJECT
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must be available

2. Since a structure must be at
least 50 years old to qualify for
the minimum
10
percent
tax
credit, only
those
buildings
built
prior to 1937 should be
mapped.
3. In order to limit the adverse
affects to the building fabric,
the sponsor should attempt to
identify those buildings
which
can be easily adapted to the type
of tenant (established section A)
that the project
is trying to
attract.
4.

Building
options
should be
located in areas zoned for the
proposed use.

Information sources for locating available buildings may have
been discovered during the
initial survey of project areas.
In addition to those sources
previously
mentioned
for
establishing potential users, the following may be useful in
locating potential projects:
1. A street
by street survey will
help indicate which buildings are
vacant but not on the market.
2. Real
estate research firms will
keep files of buildings currently
on the market.
3. Local
historical
preservation
organizations
and
the State

c . AREA COMPATIBILITY

The first step
in evaluating the options
identified in
section B is to prioritize the specific
issues that need to
be addressed.
The purpose of prioritizing issues is that
each project needs to be assessed not only for the quantity
of attributes, but for their quality as w e l l . Depending on
the proposed reuse, characteristics of each property will
either exhibit a positive or a negative
attribute to the
project. Obviously, some of the attributes will have a
stronger impact on
project
feasibility
than
others.
Therefore, the sequence in which these issues are addressed
will assist the sponsor in reducing the number of projects to
be studied, as options for reuse are sifted out.
According to the
Urban Land
Institute,
evaluation
of
potential reuse projects should encompass four key areas:
market support, site
and
locational
characteristics,
historical aspects and physical condition (5).
Since market
support has already been addressed
in section A of this
study, the following discussions will focus on the remaining
three areas.
The area in which the property is located, is the first issue
which should be addressed in determining which properties
exhibit the greatest
development
potential.
This
is
particularly true for recycling projects in that, an existing
structure is tied to a fixed location.
Adapted from the framework developed by ULI, the following
questions indent if y key criteria which are to be used in
assessing the projects identified in section B of this report

(6):
1. Location:

Is the project's location
close to jobs,
markets, transportation,
and
"hidden"
assets which
improve the viability of the
proposed reuse?

2. Adjacent
Property:

Is the existing and planned
adjoining property compatible
proposed reuse?

3. Stability:

Is
there
existing
or
proposed
private/publie investment
in the area?
Are there
similar projects evident
in
surrounding areas?

4, Security:

Are there conditions
in the neighborhood
which may effect the project's ability to
attract users?

5. Transportation:

Is there transportation access or any
proposed plans which may affect the site?

use
with

of
the

6* Amenities:

Are there any local services, recreational
or environmental assets surrounding the
site?

Because objective analysis is intended to be an inherent
characteristic of the proposed methodology,
it
will be
necessary for a sponsor to quantify the attributes of each
project in order to answer the foregoing questions.
The
evaluation will then involve determining which properties
satisfy the most criteria.
Those properties which have been
determined to exhibit
the
greatest
number of positive
attributes should then be included for further study.

PROJECT
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In order to facilitate this
process,
a sponsor should
assemble a survey format which, organizes pertinent data for
each of the properties identified in section B. Based on the
information outlined in the foregoing questions,
Figure 5
provides an example of the format developed for
this report. Depending on his/her level of experience,
a
sponsor should plan to spend 30 minutes to an hour collecting
information and surveying each property.
Sources of data
include:
o Data collected in section B
o Local planning agencies
o Local transportation department
o Street survey
o Aerial photographs
o Real estate firms
o Private interest groups

Figure 5

-FEASIBILITY STUDIES IN
BUILDING REHABILITATION

1987

PRELIMINARY STUDY SURVEY FORM I

(see appendix for instructions)

Identification
1) survey area .

date

2) address

7) access to building

3) tax parcel number

8) lot no.

4) owner

9) county

5) owner address

10) T

time

R

S

6) market value

A. Area profile
11) boundaries

;
a)

b)

c),

d)

12) boundary
activities

13) local services
14) existing and
plannned office
space in the
area

property

GFA

1.
2.
3.
4.

16) hidden assets of the area

rent/sqft

sqft/unit

% vacant

D. EVALUATE POTENTIAL PROJECTS
Based on an analysis for "Area Compatibility", the sponsor
should now have several prospects which appear to exhibit
significant potential for the proposed reuse. The next phase
of project development involves an on site investigation and
field research of the short listed properties.
The information collected
on each building can then be
collated, providing a quantifiable basis for selecting the
final option.
Although the primary objective of this stage
is to determine the best project for the proposed use, the
assessment can also identify
the
problems and physical
characteristics of vacant buildings.
And thus,
identify
other potential opportunities for those projects.

DEVELOPMENT
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Based on criteria
established
by
Peter Eley and John
Worthington, Figure 6 provides an example of the survey
format used for this report (7).
Depending on his/her level
of experience, a sponsor should plan to spend between 1 and 2
hours collecting the information outlined in the survey.
The
sources of data include:divided into the following sections:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

public records
owner
public/private interest groups
State Historic Preservation Office
field inspection
historic libraries
Sanborn fire Insurance maps
assessors maps

FEASIBILITY STUDIES IN
BUILDING REHABILITATION

Figure 6

1987

.PRELIMINARY STUDY SURVEY FORM II

(see appendix for instructions)

Building Inspection
B.

Building profile and configuration

17) floor area
sqft
19) no. bldgs.

18) no. of
floors

27) lot size

20) age

28) bldg, coverage

21.) structural material

29)•loading zone

22) basement

sqft

o usable
o unusable

23) first
floor

ceiling height
bay size
ft x

ft
ft

24) upper
floors

ceiling_height
bay size
ft x

ft
ft

sqft
o on site
o off street
o on street

30) parking
o on site
no. spaces
o potential on site parking
.... . no. spaces
o on street
meters
o off street
private
public

25) no. of exits building

31) no. fire stairs

26) no. of exits per floor

32) handicap access

C. Use
33) zoned
*

34) previous use
o industrial
o warehouse
o office
b retail commercial
o other

35) present
o industrial
o warehouse
o office
o retail commercial
o other

36) vacant

37) months
vacant

D. Elevators
38) no. of passenger
elevators

40) no.
freight
elevators

39) size

41) Capacity

sqft

lbs

20

ijjgKg;

42) historic context

43) historic association
prominent occupant /historic association
relation to local development
cultural affiliations
architectural style
major architectural form/material
engineering/structural

PROJECT
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district/streetscape contribution
comments:

44) alterations
45) national register status
o listed o eligible o not eligible

F. Physical Condition
46) exterior

47) windows/doors
48) roof

49) interior
50) mechanical/electrical
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G. Sketch Map

H. Photographs

EVALUATION SEQUENCE

'

As outlined in
section C of this report, the proposed
sequence of categories for assessing the foregoing data will
focus on:
1. Location
2. Historic significance
3. Physical characteristics
The process will involve evaluating and classifying pertinent
information on the remaining properties into each of these
three categories.
Then,
through a sequential process of
analysis, the final project will be determined.
An example of the proposed evaluation sequence requires that
a sponsor selects the property(ies) valued highest
in the
first category (location), and then compare its/their value
in the second category (historical significance).

PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT

Properties

A
B
C
D

o If in the second category, a property is rated higher than
other properties, it would be the best option to pursue.
Location

Historic
Significance

Physical
Characteristics

Best
Option

A

A

A

A

B

C

B

C

B

C

D

D

D

o If in the second category,
more than one property is
assigned the same value as in the first,
then all those
should be compared in the third category to determine the
best option.
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Location

Historic
Significance

Physical
Characteristics

Best
Option

A,D

A,D

D

D

C

C

B

B

B.

C

o If the first property selected rates lower in the second
category, then a sponsor should select the next highest
property in the first category and repeat the sequence.
Location

Historical

Characteristics
Physical

Best
Option

A

C

C

C

C

D

D

B

A

A

D

D

B

LOCATION
Because project location is the most prominent reuse factor
it is again addressed first in project evaluation.
However,
unlike section C, the location analysis involves a different
set of criteria then previously studied,
as the amount of
detailed information on each remaining property has since
been extended. Utilizing this infomation with that gathered
during market analysis, a sponsor should determine which
location characteristics have a significant affect on the
success of the
proposed reuse.
Those properties
which
exhibit the greatest number of positive attributes should
then be included for further study.
According to Glenn Bancroft of Hooker Realty in Tucson,
properties utilized in the example study of this report
should be sorted based on the following criteria.
1. Distance from the courts:
A market
analysis targeted attorneys as the primary
tenants for the proposed reuse, therefore,
the distance
between property and city courts/public offices should be
compared.
2. Parking:
Adequate parking is an essential requirement for office
use.
The optimum condition would be a site which provides
an adequate number of parking spaces as prescribed by the
city code.
The next best
situation would be on-site
parking supplemented by surrounding public parking to meet
code requirements.
The worst condition is no on-site
parking with no surrounding public parking available.

3. Number of similar projects:
The third and final concern for location analysis is the
number of similar reuse
projects
within
the
area
surrounding a property.
Similar projects,
which are
leased or sold substantiate the desirability of the area
for investment.
HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE
Because historic preservation is the focus of this report, an
assessment of each property's historic value is the second
category for analysis in the
proposed
sequence.
If a
building is on the National Register of Historic Places, its
value should already be documented on the Nomination form.
However,
ifavailable properties have not
been documented,
then it will be up to the sponsor to
determine
their
significance or historic
value.
The
purpose
of this
procedure is based on three factors:

PROJECT
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1. A sponsor
can
use
the historic
significance of a
structure
as an
evaluative basis for sifting buildings
for further study.
2. If
the 20 percent tax credit
is
desired,
a property will have to
establish its historic significance as
part of the elegibility requirements.
3. Historic value can provide a marketing
asset.
Those structures which exhibit
documented historic associations can
assist the
sponsor
in
attracting
potential investors and tenants.
According to the National Register of Historic Places, the
historic value of a structure is dependent on three basic
factors (8):
1. The
historic
significance
and
integrity of that property.
2. That the
least one
criteria.
Criteria)

significance satisfies at
of the National Register
(see appendix for Register

3. That the significance is established
in relation to the historic context of
a particular property.
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The historic significance of a building relates to -at least
three general areas;
chronology,
artistic
value,
and
historical association (see appendix . for National Register
Criteria).
The historic value of a specific structure
is
based primarily on the relationship between these three areas
and the context in which they occur.

Integrity is an indication of the degree of deterioration of
historic elements which
contribute
to
a
building's
significance.
Integrity can relate to an entire wall section
or to a particular detail.
The National Park Service defines
"historic context" as a
body of information about historic properties organized by
theme, place, and time (9).
The information is concerned
with the prehistory and history, which can be classified as
the stages of development of an area.
These may be obvious
chronological stages of development, relating to particular
industries such as the development of agriculture
in the
Pacific Northwest.
Or,
they may relate to chronological
periods according to a predominant theme, such as the "Early
Urban Settlement Period
of
Phoenix". (see appendix for
guidelines to creating historic contexts)
Historic resources are placed - in historic context
through
what the NPS describes as "property type". Property type is
defined as a grouping of individual properties based on a set
of shared physical
or
associative characteristics
(10).
Physical characteristics may relate to actual architectural
elements while associative characteristics may relate to an
association with individuals,
activities, events,
or even
information about which a property yields.
Once an historic context has been established, then decisions
about the relative significance of actual properties can be
determined by how well they exhibit the characteristics of
their respective context.
Based on the
presented
terminology,
evaluating
the
significance of historic properties can be approached in one
of two ways.
The approach preferred by the NPS
is to
establish the historic
context prior to identifying the
properties in need of evaluation.
As sponsors may have
identified properties which are already on
the National
Register., the evaluation
should focus on how well they
represent their prescribed context
in relation to the other
available projects.
A second
prior to
property
eligible
based on

approach is one where the property is identified
the development of a related context. During the
inventory, a sponsor may have identified potentially
properties, and as such,
will need to be evaluated
a potential historic Context.

Because this approach focuses on one property,
the context
will be limited in applicability to other projects and can
require considerable effort in research and analysis before
it, and the requirements
for listing can be determined.
SinCe the purpose
of
project
development
is to limit
investment during the intial stages,
it may be difficult to
accommodate this lengthy process at this point.
~ ...

In cases where historic contexts have not been developed,
sponsors•should assess whether historic significance merits
the" additional effort necessary to establish context and
eligibility.
If a property warrants further study,
then a sponsor.need
only gather enough information to establish that a property
is significant to a particualr context and how it compares
with others of its property type.
Extensive research and
analysis for eligibility can be pursued once a sponsor has
committed to investing in that specific project.

EVALUATING HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE
In order to objectively compare project options,
we can
utilize the following scale as a means for rating historic
context:

PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT
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High 1 2 3 4

Low

1

A building which establishes an officially recognized
historic context, based on its own merit, would rate the
highest in
historic
value.
An example
of
this
distinction would be the Goldspot Market Center in
Phoenix, whose significance is that it is the only
remaining market complex evocative of
early
urban
Phoenix.

2

Because of
comparative
scale,
size,
or
unique
characteristics, a building,
which is a significant
contributor to a specific context would be rated second
highest in
historic
value.
An
example of this
designation would be the
Immaculate Heart Academy,
which, because of size and unique character,
is a
prominent element
of
the
Historic
Armory
Park
Neighborhood.

3

A building which is a
contributing element to an
historic context would
berated third in
value.
The
Glenwood hotel would be
anexample of such a case, as it
is an
integral
part of the Historic
Armory Park
Neighborhood.
It is rated below the Immaculate
Heart
Academy because its impact is not as significant.

4

Fourth in a scale of historic value would be those
structures which are historic by age.
This would also
include those buildings potentially eligible for the
National Register,
whose listing would not place
it
above the other three categories.

4

A sponsor should also account for alterations which have
affected those elements which contribute to a building's
significance. The integrity of each these elements can be
rated by raising
or lowering the foregoing scale.
For
example, If the original element remains or requires minimal
restoration, the property should be given
the score as
assigned above. However,
if the element is missing or has
been significantly altered,
then the property should be
ranked one point lower than what it should be.
PHYSICAL ANALYSIS
The final task
is
an
assessment of the physical and
structural characteristics
to
determine
a
structure's
suitability for the
proposed new use.
Based
on
the
information collected through
the
building
survey,
the
remaining structures should first be sorted in terms of their
physical condition.
This evaluation can be done in a cursory
manner with consideration of the following characteristics

(11):
1. Cracks: general character, extent, and location.
2. Settlement, deflection, and deformation:
o walls
o floors
o roofs
o foundations
3. Joints between elements.
4. Intactness, integrity,
deterioration, damage,
adaptability for repair.

and

Once the general condition of each structure is established,
a careful evaluation of each
building's
potential
for
equalling code compliance should be assessed.
As previously
noted, the rehabilitation
of
older
structures
can be
complicated by the application of state and local codes.
The
expense of meeting code requirements can sometimes prevent
the renovation of an existing structure because building a
new one would be cheaper (12).

Code requirements may also disrupt or distroy a historic
building's texture, architectural
features,
or
even
structure.
Materials required for use in new construction
may be incompatible
with
historic
materials.
External
modifications required for fire egress and handicap access
may impair the appearance or historical
integrity
of a
building facade, as
may
internal
renovations
to meet
electrical, mechanical, ventilation,
or
fire
detection
standards.

In addition, entire
building
assemblies
used
in
the
construction of older buildings but no longer extant may have
been dropped from
building
codes.
This
may make it
impossible for local officials to determine whether outmoded
materials or techniques continue to meet safety requirements,
or what steps need to be taken to bring them to acceptable
standards. Instead, wholesale replacement may be ordered.
Code provisions do permit officials
to sanction use of
alternative technologies or methods which will achieve the
same results as those prescribed (13). However, a lack of
technical basis for determining interchangeability, or simply
a resistance to innovation,
may
make recourse to such
provisions difficult to obtain.
These code requirements may prove especially problematic for
sponsors who anticipate receiving a 20 percent investment tax
credit for rehabilitation work.
Code provisions may require
alterations, which cannot be accomodated, to conform with the
Secretary, of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation,
which in turn must be complied with, in order to qualify for
the 20 percent credit.
Although building code provisions vary for each ; locality,
they typically become applicable to existing structures
if
either of the following occur:
1. The cost of an addition or alteration
made within any six month period exceeds
50 percent of the cost of replacement of
the building at the beginning of that six
month period (16).
2. If
the
reuse proposes a change
in
occupancy which places it in a higher
hazard group, as specified by the tables
in figure 7, then the building should
comply with all provisions of the current
code. If the use is less hazardous, the
entire building, subject to approval by
the building official,
need not comply
with all
the
requirements
for
the
particular occupancy group.(17).

At this point in project development, it may be difficult to
accurately determine code
requirements
based on the 50
percent rule. However,
the
code requirement
related to
change in use can indicate that the proposed development will
or will not comply with local regulations.
In order to
evaluate code compliance,
a
sponsor should compare the
existing conditions, and u s e , to what would be required for
the proposed u s e .

Based on phyical
analysis, properties should
be
rated
according to the number of comparative deficiencies and the
amount of effort required to rectify those deficiencies.
A sponsor should also account
for the physical condition of
each property.
If
a
structure
exhibits
substantial
deterioration then the property should be rated lower than
the value accorded by code deficiencies.
O CCUPAN CY TYPES

GROUP

Figure 7

DESCRIPTION OF OCCUPANCY

1— A ny assem b ly b u ild in g w ith a sta g e and an o c c u p a n t lo ad o f 1000 o r m ore
in th e b u ilding
A
S ee a lso
S ection
602

2— A ny bu ild in g o r p o rtio n o f a b u ild in g h a v in g a n assem b ly ro o m w ith an
o ccu p an t load o f less th an 1000 a n d a stag e
2 .1 — A n y b u ild in g o r po rtio n o f a b u ild in g h a v in g a n a sse m b ly ro o m w ith an
o ccu p an t load o f 3 0 0 o r m ore w ith o u t a sta g e , in c lu d in g su c h b u ild in g s
u sed fo r ed u catio n al p u rp o ses a n d n o t c lassed a s a G ro u p E
o r G ro u p B , D iv isio n 2 O ccu p a n cy
3— A n y b u ild in g o r p o rtio n o f a b u ild in g h a v in g a n asse m b ly ro o m w ith an
o ccu p an t load o f less th an 3 0 0 w ith o u t a sta g e , in clu d in g su c h b u ild in g s use d
fo r ed u catio n al p u rp o ses an d n o t c la sse d a s a G ro u p E o r G ro u p B , D iv isio n
2 O ccu p a n cy
4— S ta d iu m s, rev iew in g stan d s a n d am u sem en t p a rk stru ctu res n o t in cluded
w ith in o th e r G ro u p A O ccu p a n cies

B
S e c also
S ection
702

1— G a so lin e serv ice sta tio n s, g a rag es w h e re n o re p a ir w o rk is d o n e ex c e p t
ex ch an g e o f p a rts an d m ain ten an ce req u irin g n o op e n fla m e , w e ld in g , o r u se
o f C la ss 1 , 11 o r IH -A liquids
2— D rin k in g an d d in in g esta b lish m e n ts h a v in g an o c c u p a n t lo ad o f less th a n 5 0 ,
w h o lesale an d retail sto re s, o ffic e b u ild in g s, p rin tin g p la n ts, m u n icip al p o lic e
and fire sta tio n s, facto ries an d w o rk sh o p s u sin g m aterial n o t h ig h ly fla m m a 
ble o r co m b u stib le , sto rag e an d sa les ro o m s fo r c o m b u stib le g o o d s, p ain t
sto res w ith o u t b u lk h andling
B u ild in g s o r p o rtio n s o f b u ild in g s h av in g ro o m s u se d fo r ed u c a tio n a l p u r
p o se s, b ey o n d th e 12th g ra d e , w ith less th an 5 0 o cc u p a n ts in a n y ro o m

GROUP

B
(C o m .)

DESCRIPTION OF OCCUPANCY

3— A ircra ft h angars w h ere n o re p a ir w o rk is d o n e e x c e p t ex ch an g e o f p a rts a n d
m ain ten an ce req u irin g no o p en fla m e , w eld in g , o r th e u se o f C la ss I o r II
liq u id s
O p en parking g arag es (F o r req u irem en ts. S e e S ectio n 7 0 9 .)
H elip o rts
4— Ice p la n ts, p o w er p lan ts, p u m p in g p la n ts, c o ld sto rag e an d c re a m eries
F acto ries and w ork sh o p s usin g n o n co m b u stib le a n d n o n ex p lo siv e m aterials
S to rag e and sales ro o m s o f n o n co m b u stib le a n d n o n ex p lo siv e m aterials

E
S ee a lso
S ection
8 02
H
S ee a lso
S ections
9 0 2 and
90 3

1— A n y building used fo r e d u catio n al p u rp o ses th ro u g h th e 12th g rad e by 5 0 o r
m o re perso n s fo r m o re th an 12 h o u rs p e r w e e k o r fo u r h o u rs in a n y o n e d a y
2— A n y bu ild in g u se d f o r ed u c a tio n a l p u rp o ses th ro u g h th e 12th g ra d e b y less
th a n 50 persons fo r m ore th an 12 h o u rs p e r w e e k o r fo u r h o u rs in an y o n e d a y
5 — A n y b u ilding u se d fo r d ay -care pu rp o se s fo r m o re th an six c h ild re n
1— S to ra g e, h an d lin g , u se d r sa le o f h azard o u s an d h ig h ly fla m m a b le o r ex p lo 
sive m aterials o th e r th an C lass I , II, o r III-A liq u id s [See a lso S ectio n 9 0 1
( a ). D iv isio n 1.]
.
2—

S to ra g e, h an d lin g , u se o r sale o f C lasse s I, II a n d III-A liq u id s; d ry c le a n in g
p lan ts using C lass I, II o r III-A liq u id s; p a in t sto re s w ith b u lk h an d lin g ; p a in t
sh o p s and sp ray -p ain tin g ro o m s an d sh o p s [S e e a lso S e c tio n 9 0 1 (a ). D ivi
sio n 2 .]
3— W oodw orking e stab lish m en ts, p lan in g m ills , b o x facto ries, b u ffin g ro o m s for
tire-reb u ild in g p la n ts and p ick in g ro o m s; sh o p s, facto ries o r w areh o u se s
w h ere loose co m b u stib le fib e rs o r d u st are m an u fa c tu re d , p ro c e sse d , g e n er
ated o r stored; an d p in -refin ish in g ro o m s
4—
R e p air garag es n o t cla ssifie d a s a G ro u p B , D iv isio n 1 O cc u p a n c y
5 — A ircraft rep air h an g ars

H
(C e n t.)

I
S ee also
S ection
1002

6— S e m ico n d u cto r fabrica tion facilitie s and com parable research and d ev e lo p 
m e n t areas w h en th e facilities in w hich h azard o u s production m aterials are
u se d are de sig n e d a n d c o n stru cted in a ccordance w ith Section 911 and
sto ra g e , h an d lin g an d use o f h azardous m aterials is in accordance w ith the
F ire C o d e . [See also S ection 901 (a ). D ivision 6.)
1— N urseries fo r th e fu ll-tim e c are o f children u n d e r the age o f six (each ac c o m 
m o d atin g m ore th a n five p ersons)
H o sp ita ls, sa n ita riu m s, n ursing hom es w ith nonam bulatory patients and
sim ila r b u ild in g s (e ach accom m odating m ore than five persons)
2—-N u rsin g ho m es fo r a m b u lato ry patien ts, h om es for children six years o f age
o r o v e r (each acco m m o d atin g m ore than fiv e persons)
3— M e n tal h o sp ita ls, m ental sa n ita riu m s, ja ils , prisons, reform atories and
b u ild in g s w h ere p e rso n a l lib e rtie s o f inm ates are sim ilarly restrained

M2

1— P riv a te g a ra g e s, c a rp o rts, sh e d s and agricu ltu ral buildings
(S e e a lso S e c tio n 1101, D iv isio n l .)

2— F e n c e s o v e r 6 fe e t h ig h , ta n k s a n d tow ers
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R
S e e a lso
S ectio n
1202

1— H o tels an d a p a rtm e n t house s
C o n v e n ts an d m o n aste ries (e a c h acco m m o d atin g m ore than 10 p ersons)
3— D w ellin g s a n d lo d g in g h o u se s

H A ZA R D C LA S S IFIC A TIO N

TABLE NO. 5-A
HAZARD CATEGORIES AND CLASSIFICATIONS
HEIGHTS AND AREAS
O ccupancy C laaaltlcatlon

Relative Hazard

1
2.

•A- l , 1-3 (h ig h e st hazard group)

3.

A - 3 , A - 4 , B , E , R -l

4.

R -3 . M (lo w e st haz a rd g ro u p )

A -2 , A - 2 . 1 , 1 -1,1-2

TABLE NO. 5 8
HAZARD CATEGORIES AND CLASSIFICATIONS
LIFE SAFETY AND EXITS
O ccupancy C laesldcatlon

Relative H azard

1.

. A - l , A -2 , A - 2 .1, E , I, H - 1, H -2 (h ig h est h azard group)

2.

A -3 -

3.

R - l , R -3 , B -2 d in in g an d d rin k in g e stab lish m en ts

,

4.

B -2 , all o th e rs , B -4 , H o th e r than H -l an d H -2

5.

B - l.B - 3

6.

M (lo w e st h az a rd gro u p )

TABLE NO. 5-C
HAZARD CATEGORIES AND CLASSIFICATIONS
OCCUPANCY SEPARATIONS
O c c u p a n c y C la s s if ic a tio n

R e l a ti v e H a z a r d

1.
2.

H , B -1 ,1 (H ig h est H azard G ro u p )
'

A , B -2, B -3 , B -4

3.

E

4.

R -l, M

5.

R-3 (lo w est hazard group)

TABLE N 0.5-D
HAZARD CATEGORIES AND CLASSIFICATION
EXPOSURE OF EXTERIOR WALLS
AND STAIRWAY ENCLOSURES
R e l a ti v e H a z a r d

O c c u p a n c y C la s s if ic a tio n

1.

H (h ig h est h azard gro u p )

2.

B -2

3.

A ,E .I

4.

B - 1, B -2 o th e r th an m ercan tile and w are h o u se s, R

5.

B -4 , M (lo w est h azard group)

TABLE NO. 5-E
HAZARD CATEGORIES AND CLASSIFICATIONS
EARTHQUAKE SAFETY
O c c u p a n c y C la s s if ic a tio n

R e l a ti v e H a z a r d

1.

A , B , E , I (h ig h est hazard group)

2.
3.

R -l
B -3, B -4 , H

4.

B - l , B -2

5.

R -3 , M (lo w est h azard g roup)

Having selected an appropriate property or properties from
the analysis in section D, the final phase of the study
process involves carrying out an indepth feasibility study.
In most reuse cases, an indepth study consists of preparing a
design proposal which would outline the scope and cost of the
proposed rehabilitation. Furthermore, the
study
should
address the preservation issues of rehabilitating an historic
building, particularily if
a
sponsor
intends
to take
advantage of the investment tax credits.
According to the National Park Service,
federal historic
preservation tax incentives are available for any qualified
project that the Secretary of the Interior designates as a
"certified rehabilitation" of a certified historic structure.
To determine if a rehabilitation project
qualifies as a
"certified rehabilitation", the Secretary of the Interior
established the following 10
standards for evaluating a
proposed reuse (1):

FEASIBILITY
STUDY

1. Every reasonable effort shall be made
to provide a
compatible use for a property which requires minimal
alteration of the building structure, or site and its
environment, or to use a property, for its originally
intended purpose.
2. The distinguishing original qualities or character of a
building structure, or site and its environment shall not
be destroyed.
The removal or alteration of any historic
material or distinctive architectural features should be
avoided when possible.
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3.

All buildings, structures, and sites shall be recognized
as products of their own time.
Alterations that have no
historical basis and which seek to create an earlier
appearance shall be discouraged.

4.

Changes which may have taken place in the course of time
are evidence of the history
and development
of
the
building, structure, or site
and its environment.
The
changes may have acquired significance
in their own
right, and this significance shall be recognized.

5.

Distinctive stylistic features
or examples of skilled
craftsmanship which characterize a building, structure,
or site shall be treated with sensitivity.

6.

Deteriorated architecture
features shall be repaired
rather than replaced, wherever possible.
In the event
replacement is necessary,
the new material should match
the original material being replaced in composition,
color, texture, and other visual qualities.
Repair or
replacement of missing architectural features should be
based on accurate duplications of features, substantiated
by historic, physical, or pictoral evidence rather than

on conjectural designs or the availability of different
architectural elements from other buildings or
structures.
7.

The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken
with the gentlest of means possible.
Sandblasting and
other cleaning methods that will damage the historic
building materials shall not be undertaken.

8.

Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect
and
preserve archeological resources affected by, or adjacent
to any project.

9.

Contemporary design for alterations and additions to
existing property shall not be discouraged when such
alterations and additions do not destroy significant
historical, architectural, or cultural material, and such
design is compatible with the size,
scale,
color,
material, and character of the property, neighborhood or
environment.
.

10. Whenever possible,
new additions
or
alterations to
structures shall be done in such a manner that if such
addtions or alterations were to be removed in the future,
the essential form and integrity of the structure would
be unimpaired.
These standards are further supported with the "National Park
Service Guidlines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings"
(2). These two sources combined can assist the building
owner in determining what measures can be taken in the
rehabilitation process without
altering
the
significant
historic and architectural
features
of
a
structure.
Depending on the historic designation, a sponsor will need to
follow these guides throughout the design process.
THE CERTIFICATION PROCEDURE
Properties which are listed either individually or within a
district on the National Register of Historic Places are
eligible to apply for certification.
Properties located^in
state or local districts may also apply i f . the -statutes
establishing those districts
have been certified by the
Secretary of the
Interior
(Figure
1
Certification
Procedure).
Once a rehabilitation plan has been determined,
the owner or
sponsor should have
a
preliminary certification of the
rehabilitation by the appropriate reviewing body.
Currently,
these are as follows:
1.

If a property is federally
designated
or within a
federally designated historic district,
and the owner
intends to take a rehabilitation tax credit, then the

rehabilitation plans must be reviewed and approved by the
State Historic Preservation Officer.
If there is work
that does not appear to be consistent with the standards,
advice will be given to the sponsor or project manager to
bring the project into conformance with the standards.
2.

If the property is located within a federally designated
district and no rehabilitation credit is desired,
the
owner must first obtain a certification that the building
does not contribute to the significance of that district.

3. If a building is a locally designated landmark or within a
locally designated historic district, the reuse plans will
also have to be submitted to the local preservation
commission to obtain a certificate of appropriateness
permitting alteration.
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These preliminary reviews will provide assurance that the
proposed reuse will meet project expectations.
Typically
these reviews have taken place after final
construction
drawings have been completed,
as it is the local building
code review which recognizes the historic zoning designation
when a building permit is requested.
In such cases,
the
sponsor's investment may not be approved if the design does
not meet with the guidlines used in the review,
or, work
which has already been initiated on a project is rejected by
the reviewing body.
The resulting effects range from having
to rework a complete design to the loss of tax credit
eligibility, not to
mention
an irretrievable
loss
of
integrity which can occur when
ignorant alterations damage
the historic value of a structure.
Fortunately, the standards and guidelines established by the
National Park Service have been adopted into virtually all
preservation ordinances.
Therefore,
it may be beneficial to
the success of a project to address these issues as early as
possible in project planning.
An essential beginning point
would be the project feasibility study.
Based upon its experience, the NPS has identified a number of
problem areas which
are
most
likely
to
result
in
certification denial if not properly handled (3).
1. New Heating,
Ventilating, and Air-Conditioning Systems.
Justification must be provided before installing HVAC
equipment which will alter historic fabric. This should
include the effect of the new equipment and why the system
was chosen over alternative sytems.
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2. Window Replacement.
Replacement of existing windows must be justified with
photographic evidence of severe deterioration, and must
provide data on the cost of repairing existing sash verses
installing new sash.

Prior To Beginning Project:
Applicant Obtains
Form From SHPO

Building is In A Historic
District Or Is Not Yet
Listed On National
Register

Applicant Completes Part 1 Of Form
( Evaluation Of Significance )

Building is Listed Individually
On The National Register

Applicant Submits 2 Sets Of
Documents To SHPO
SHPO Reviews Documentation
And Submits RecommendationsTo NPS
(45 Days)

Applicant Completes Part 2
Of Form (Description Of
Rehabilitation)

If Building Is Determined
Eligible For National
Register

NPS Reviews Documentation And
Renders Determination And Responds
To Applicant Via Letter (45 Days)

Applicant Submits 2 Sets
Of Documentation To SHPO
SHPO Reviews Documentation
And Recommends Or Does Not
Recommend Certification To NPS
(45 Days)
~ NPS Reviews Documentation And
Notifies Applicant Within 45 Days Of
Preliminary Certification
Or Denial

Work May Begin As Approved

Proposal For Revision Is
Submitted To SHPO

Changes To Project

Proposal Is Submitted To NPS
With SHPO Comments (45 D ays)

Upon Completion, Applicant Completes
Request For Certification Of Completed
Work, And Submits To SHPO

Not Recommending Certification,
And Forwards To NPS

NPS Approves Or Disapproves
Of Changes (45 D ays)

Work Commences

SHPO - State Historic Preservation Office
NFS

- National Park Service

NPS Reviews Data And Certifies
Figure 1

3. Removing Interior
Plaster
Work and Exposing Masonry
Surfaces.
Documentation of the condition of the interior and the
effects on historic fabric need to be addressed before
undertaking work of this type.
4. Exterior Masonry Cleaning.
Masonry should be cleaned only when necessary. Cleaning
methods should utilize the gentlest of means available.
5. Exterior Masonry Repair.
Before repairing any existing
masonry,
documentation
should indicate which areas require repair and that the
repointing mortar will match the original condition.

FEASIBILITY
STUDY

6. Storefront Alterations
Before altering an existing storefront, information should
be provided on the existing physical condition; planned
historic treatment;
and basis for proposed storefront
design.
7. Incompatible New Use or Addition.
The standards do not discourage additions,
but they must
be compatible with the building and the neighborhood.
Additions should also be clearly distinguishable from the
original building and should not attempt to give the
property an earlier appearance.
If the study .determines that the proposed reuse will be
successful, a sponsor will then have to submit a Historic
Preservation Certification Application to the
appropriate
state official (4),
The state official will then forward
applications to the National Park Service regional office,
generally with a recommendation.
If there
is no state
official, forms are
sent directly to the National Park
Service.
The application will need to contain
all the
necessary information to establish that the rehabilitation is
consistent with the historic background of a building.
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REPORT OBJECTIVES
Based on a discription for Historic Structures Reports
in
"Fort Johnson, Amsterdam,
New York,
A Historic Structures
Report", by W.
Brown Morton III,
the feasibility study
should (5):
1. Document and analyze the building's
initial construction
and subsequent
alterations
through
historical,
physical and pictorial evidence.
2. Document the current
state of the
building's architectural materials and
overall structural stability.
3. Based on Historical research, outline
the steps necessary to restore the
building to original condition where
possible and to modernize the
property so
that
it
conforms to
current standards.
4. Make an estimate of project costs.
The primary emphasis of the study
is to accurately identify
what is historically significant about the structure.
By
identifying those elements which contribute to a property's
historic value, a designer will know what elements can be
altered in a proposed rehabilitation and thereby insure that
the reuse conforms to standards established by the Secretary
of the Interior.
A sponsor should also prepare a zoning analysis to determine
the permissible building size and configuration under local
zoning ordinaces. . If the structure to be renovated does not
utilize all of the available building bulk for the site on
which it is
located,
the sponsor should
explore
its
eligibility for a transfer. of development
rights (TDR) to
another site or sites.
TDR provisions attempt to mitigate economic burdens imposed
on the landmark owner who may not be able to use the full
development opportunity afforded to him by current zoning
rules. Under varying forms of restriction, the underutilized
development rights can be purchased by a developer who will
be permitted to construct a building on another site that is
larger than the zoning regulations governing that site would
otherwise allow.
Such a procedure can provide funds to help
finance a project.

Another viable source of project funding can also be obtained
through Preservation Easements.
Under the terms of the Tax
Treatment Extension Act
of
1980,
certain donations of
easments affecting historic
buildings
and districts are
eligible for charitable contribution deductions under section
170 of the
Internal
Revenue Code.
The
most
common
application of this
provisdion
involves the donation of
facade easements, which restrict
future alteration of the
facade while providing a significant financial incentive to
invest in an historic building.
When completed, the feasibility study then becomes:
# a planning document which can be used
as the basis for developing working
drawings and specifications prior to
the commencement of project work;

FEASIBILITY
STUDY

# useful
in
obtaining
funding from
financial
institutions
as well as
provide a
marketing
asset
when
soliciting potential tenants or buyers;
# a document to present to the building
officals for a nreliminarv aonroval:
# a
document
to
present
to
the
appropriate certification authority to
provide assurance to both the sponsor
and other potential investors that the
benefits of
the
reuse
will
be
forthcoming, when
the
project"
is
completed.
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PART TWO
EXAMPLE STUDY

ESTABLISH POTENTIAL USERS
Selecting study areas for the application of the proposed
methodology was hindered by a limited building stock.
Tucson
and Phoenix were originally the primary markets, but lacking
a significant number historic buildings, the City of Mesa was
added to the study.

PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT
EXAMPLE STUDY

At one time, these areas were the dominant commercial centers
for their region. Today, they have maintained their role as
the civic, governmental,
and
financial center of their
respective communities, but have
declined in recent years as
a retail hub
because
of
competition
from
suburban
development.
The shift
in the economic fortunes of these
areas is not unique. There are many studies that confirm the
continued erosion of America's central business districts as
retail centers (1). However, it is equally true that even in
the face of a decline in retail potential, central business
districts can support
increases in office space construction
and employment.
Generally, office expansions and relocations
are likely to represent
the greatest source of
economic
growth and job creation
in the U.S. during the
upcoming
decade. In fact, during recent years, national manufacturing
employment has remained steady at 20 million, while office
employment has jumped from 15 to 18 million (2).

Currently, occupancy rates for Phoenix, Mesa and Tucson range
from 78 to 82 percent. Office lease rates in these areas
currently range from $9
to $15 dollars per square foot
for
existing office space.
Newer space is renting
at the top of
that range.
TARGET OFFICE MARKETS
The potential users of office space
in these areas can be
initially classified into three
groups. These groups are
comprised of businesses which need to be located near the
city courts, financial
institutions,
and public offices.
Examples would include:
# Professional Offices
engineers.

-

Lawyers, accountants,

architects,

# Finance/Insurance Offices - Title
and trust companies,
financial investment offices, insurance agents, bank loan
offices, security brokers, short term credit institutions.
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# Business Services - Advertising agencies, consumer credit
reporting agencies,
temporary
help agencies,
business
answering services.

Analysis of existing rehabilitation projects located within
these study areas, revealed that
in a majority of cases,
historic and older buildings were being developed into law
offices.
This is primarily due to the need for law offices
to be located near the governmental
center.
Other office
occupancies, whose business
is independant of the central
business district, tend to locate in outlying areas which are
typically characterized by better public access and parking.
USER CHARACTERISTICS
In order to

facilitate the property
selection process in
this
report,
the
following
information
identifies key characteristics of the targeted office firms.
This information was useful determining which properties to
select for further analysis.

1. O ffic e Firms C la ss ifie d in
Terms o f Work Organization

Staff Work
Method

Key Characteristics

Notes

Individual

hierarchical
maximum sub-division
cellular offices

Individuals work separately
with a small supportive sta ff
(e.g., law office).
or:
Individuals work separately
and come together to share
information.

Group

non-hierarchical
open plan
interactive

Staff works in project
groups.
Outside individuals

2.

Range o f Tenancy Types

Direct access

In d ir e c t access
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3. Building Requirements

* Lighting

Both natural and artificial required.

* Water and waste

May vary form individual WC for each tenant, to a Centralized
facility which serves several tenants.

* Ventilation

Full air conditioning.

* Parking

Adequate parking to serve employees and visitors.

* Deliveries

Off street loading zone.

* Storage

Storage for files, library stacks and office supplies.

DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS

PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT
EXAMPLE STUDY

Utilizing real estate
records,
neighborhood surveys,
and
historic property surveys, the study analyzed approximately
174 buildings.
Based on the criteria established in Section
2 of this report and the information collected on tenant
characteristics, 12 of these properties were selected for
further study.
The following maps identify the location of these 12 twelve
properties.
Six properties are
located in Tucson, four are
located in downtown Phoenix, and two are located in Mesa.

PHOENIX AND MESA
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TUCSON PROPERTIES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Immaculate Heart Academy
Pueblo Hotel
Coronado Hotel
Glenwood Hotel
Fox Theater
195 E. Pennington

35 E. 15th St.
145 S. 6th Ave.
410 E. 9th
343 S. Scott Ave.
13-27 N. Stone

BUREN

WASHINGTON

BUCKEYE

ROAD

PHOENIX PROPERTIES

7.
8.
9.
10.

Goldspot Market Center
West End Hotel
Anchor Manufacturing
IOOF Hall

226 N. Roosevelt
701 W. Washington
515 S. Central
245 W. Adams
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EXAMPLE STUDY

MESA PROPERTIES

11. Pioneer Hotel
12. 48 W. Main
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43 S. McDonald

AREA COMPATIBILITY
Based on the methodology presented
in Section 2, the first
step in the evaluation of the twelve properties was an
analysis of compatibility of location for the proposed reuse.
The process involved surveying each of the twelve properties
and recording all pert inant information. Then, utilizing the
criteria established in Section 2, the study selected five of
the twelve properties
for furtuer study.
The following
discussion is a
summary
of
the
findings
for
area
compatibility.
TUCSON
1
2
3

Glenwood Hotel 343 S. Scott A v e .
Immaculate Heart Academy - 35 E. 15th St.
Pueblo Hotel 145 6th A v e . S.
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The Immaculate Heart Academy,
Pueblo Hotel, and Glenwood
Hotel are all
related
to
an area of downtown Tucson
designated as the
Arts
District.
The
neighborhood
designation is based on
it's association with the a r t s ,
entertainment, and related
activities.
Central
to the
district theme is
the Tucson
Community
Center,
which
functions as the main organizing force in the district.

In addition to their relationship with the Arts District, the
Immaculate Heart Academy and Glenwood hotel
are also a
contributing elements to the Historic Armory Park District.
The Armory Park area consists
primarily of multiple and
single family residences.
Based on the following positive
attributes,
buildings were selected for further study.
A. Location:

these

three

# Proximity to the city courts, financial
institutions, and public offices.
# Association with the Arts District and
neighborhood image.

B. Adjacent
Property:

# Compatible u s e .

C. Stability:

# Existing and proposed investment into
the Arts District by both public and
private sectors.
TCC expansion
Proposed hotel
complex on Church and
13th
Established
professional
offices
Proposed development of:
Temple of Music and Art
Music Hall
Streetscape/district sign
•
Amphitheater
Carnegie Library
The Little Theater

C . Access:

# Bus Service: 2, 8, 6, 7
# This area
is well served by major
arterials with access possible to 1-10
on West Congress and to East Tucson on
Broadway.

D . Amenities:

# Recreational activities available.
# Quality of the built environment.
# Historic Significance.
# Developed
street
elements such as
sidewalks, landscaping, and lighting.
# Food and Retail services available.
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1

Fox Theater
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x 3-27

XX

JL ZJ

N. Stone

Hj •

Pennington are both located within
District.
The
district
is
gh-rise
development

DEVELOPMENT
EXAMPLE STUDY

BROADWAY

VACANT BUILDINGS

XXT

Based on the following negative attributes, These properties
were not considerd for further study.
A. Location:

• Street conditions which may render them
unsafe for evening use.

C. Stability:

• A vacany rate of over 30% in properties
surrounding 195 E . Pennington.
• The number of visibly deteriorated and
vacant structures.

C. Access:

•

Only meter
available.

and private . lot

parking
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# Coronado Hotel - 410 E . 9th tit.
Located on the corner of 4th Avenue and 9th Street, the
Coronado Hotel is separated from Tucson’s Central Business
District by the Southern Pacific Railroad.
The surrounding
neighborhood is characterized by light industrial mixed with
single family residences.
Based on the following positive
selected for further study.
A. Location:

B. Adjacent
Property:

the Coronado was

Proximity to city courts, financial
institutions, and public offices.

Compatible use

C. Stability

The following proposed public works
projects could initiate investment into
the area.
4th Avenue Trolley
4th Avenue
Walkway into downtown.
Sun Tran Transit Station

D . Access:

Bus service: 1, 3, 4, 5, 10, 16

PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT
EXAMPLE STUDY

#

attributes

4th Avenue currently provides the site
with primary access to the downtown and
to North Tucson.
E . Amenities
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Retail and food services available.
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PHOENIX
1
2

West End Hotel - 701 W. Washington
100F Hall - 245 W. Adams

Both properties are located West of Central Avenue within the
primary core of the city of Phoenix.
This area consists
primarily of government and public facilities.
Utilizing
many of the buildings constructed during it's Early Urban
Center Period, the City has maintained much of the original
construction.
Based on the following negative
attributes,
properties were not selected for further study.
A. Location

PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT
EXAMPLE STUDY
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VACANT BUILDINGS

these

two

# Street conditions which may render them
unsafe for evening use.

B. Adjacent
Property:

#

The
location of a social services
building next to the West End Hotel.

C. Stability:

#

Demolition
for existing and proposed
growth of the downtown area.

# Vacant
and
deteriorated structures
characterize surrounding areas.
# 50 percent of existing structures West
of study
area
exhibit
substantial
deterioration.
D . Access:

# limited parking

E. Amenities:

# poor quality of the built environment
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o Goldspot Market Center - 226 N. Roosevelt
The Goldspot Market
Center
is
located within an area
designated as the Roosevelt Historic District. The district
is an inner city residential neighborhood which is considered
to be part of the Central Business District.
Currently, the residential area is visually divided by the
Moreland Corridor, a vacant swath of land cleared for the
Papago Freeway. Although this area has a negative visual
effect, as an unnatural, poorly maintained
cut in the
landscape, it will one day contain a freeway,
submerged
between 3rd street and 3rd avenue, complete with a landscaped
deck park to visually link the neighborhood.
Based on the following positive attributes,
Market Center was selected for further study.
A. Location:

PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT

the

Goldspot

# Proximity to the city courts, financial
institutions, and public offices.
# Association with the Roosevelt Historic
District and neighborhood image.

EXAMPLE STUDY B Property:
Adj acent

# Compatible use.

C. Stability:

Existing and proposed development by
both public
and
private
sectors.
Gateway Square
Central Avenue Development
Deck Park
5 historic buildings rehabilitated
to office use

D. Access:

Bus service:
Central Ave. - 91, 58, 48, 6,5
Mcdowel Rd. - 38, 10
Fillmore St. - 10
The area
is well served by major
arterials and will be served by the
future Papago Freeway.

E. Amenities:

Food and retail sevice available.
Historic significance of the area.
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Quality of the built environment.
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o Anchor Manufacturing - 515 S. Central
Located on Central Avenue, the Anchor building is separated
from the CBD of Phoenix by the Southern Pacific Rail Road.
Although there are a few old houses scattered throughout this
neighborhood, the blocks surrounding 515 S.
Central are
mostly given over to Industrial buildings built in the 1920's
and 30's to serve the rail system.
A. Location:

#

Industrial
neighborhood.

character

of

the

• Street conditions which may render them
unsafe for evening use.

PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT

B. Adjacent
Property:

# Incompatible industry.

C . Stability:

# Poor upkeep of adjacent structures.
# The neighborhood will continue
to be predominantely industrial.

EXAMPLE STUDY

50 percent
of
existing structures
exhibit substantial deterioration.
D . Access:

#

Although the area is well served by
major arterials, traffic access from
the downtown
is impeded by the rail
system and street controls.

E . Amenities:

# Limited food and retail sevices.
# Poor quality of the built environment.
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MESA
1
2

Pioneer Hotel - 43 S . MacDonald
48 W. Main

The Pioneer Hotel and 48 West Main are both located within
an area designated the Mesa Town Center.
Once the original
townsite and commercial center of the city of Mesa, the Town
Center is now primarily characterized by civic, governmental,
and financial activities.
Based on the
following
negative
attributes,
properties were not selected for further study.
A. Location

PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT
EXAMPLE STUDY
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these

two

• Compared to other project options,
the Mesa location plays a minor role in
the current office market. The general
office building
inventory in Mesa is
approximately 31 buildings,
26%
of
which are vacant.

C. Stability:

Vacancy rate of 26%.

D. Access:

Only
meter
available.

and

private

parking

D

C

3

MAIN ST.

EVALUATE POTENTIAL PROJECTS
The next task of project development involved the sequential
assessment of the five short listed properties.
Completing
this phase required an on site
investigation
and
some
background research on
each
building.
The
collected
information was then assessd
according to the procedure
outlined in Section
2
of this report.
The
following
discussion is a summary of the findings for this phase.
LOCATION
The five projects were first compared based on an analysis of
location criteria. The following illustrations identify the
key location characteristics and comparative potential of
each property.

PROJECT
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PROJECT LOCATION MAP
Phoenix
Encanto Park

EXAMPLE STUDY

Heard Museum
State Fair
G ro u n d s

M c D o w e ll R oa d
C iv ic
C e n te r

RO O S E VE LT
NEIGHBORHOOD

illm o re S t r e e t

Van B u ren A v e n u e
Heritage
Square

G o v e rn m e n ta l
C o m p le x
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C iv ic
Plaza

EVALUATION
In order to
objectively
following scale rates the
property:
High 1 2 3 4 5

compare project
options,
the
location characteristics of each

Low

Potential based on location:

Property:

Distance:

1
2
3
4
5

0.3 miles
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pueblo Hotel
Goldspot Market
Immaculate Heart Academy
Glenwood Hotel
Coronado Hotel

Number of Similar
Projects:
5
4
3
3
1

% Parkins
Deficiency:
33
none
61
82
53
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GOLDSPOT MARKET CENTER

Distance from
courts:

0.6 miles

On site parking
deficiency:
Public parking
available:

None

Number of similar
projects:

4
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1. IM M A CULATE HEART ACADEMY
2
1
2. GLENWOOD

Distance from
courts:
On site parking
deficiency

0.5

0.4

-106

-37

75

75

3

3

Public parking
available:
Number of similar
projects:
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PUEBLO HOTEL

Distance from
courts:
On site parking
deficiency:
Public parking
available:

0.3 miles

-13
225

Number of similar
projects:

5
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OFF STREET PARKING

r

t z

CORONADO HOTEL

Distance from
courts:
On site parking
deficiency:
Public parking
available:
Number of similar
projects:

0.5 miles

-46
None

1
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PHYSICAL ANALYSIS
An assessment of
the
physical
characteristics of each
property was the final
issue that was addressed in the
proposed sequenced.
The comparative value of each building
is based on the following information.
Hazard Classification
1. Coronado Hotel
Table Previous Occupancy
Rating:
5 5 5 -

B
D
E

3
4
2

2. Pueblo Hotel
Table Previous Occupancy
Rating:

PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT
EXAMPLE STUDY

5 - B
5 - D
5 - E

Proposed Occupancy
Rating:

Proposed Occupancy
Rating:

5 - B
5 - D
5 - E
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change is a
higher hazard

3
4
4

3
4
2

4
2
4

1. Goldspot Market Center
Table Previous Occupancy
Rating:

change
is a
higher hazard

3
4
4

4. Immaculate Heart Academy
Table Previous Occupancy
Proposed Occupancy
Rating:
Rating:
5 - B
5 - D
5 - E

change is a
higher hazard

3
4
4

3
4
2

3. Glenwood Hotel
Table Previous Occupancy
Rating:
5 - B
5 - D
5 - E

Proposed Occupancy
Rating:

3
4
4

Proposed Occupancy
Rating:

change is a
higher hazard
e

change
is a
higher hazard

3
4
4

3
4
4

Key: 5 - B Life Safety and Exits
5 - D Exposure of Exterior Walls and Stairway Enclosures
5 - E Earthquake Safety
Hazard Rating: high 1 2 3 4 5

low

Immaculate Heart Academy
Code
Nee d s :

Actual
Conditions:

Proposed Occupancy
Requirements:

1. exits/floor

5

3

2. exits/bldg.

3

3

3. off street
parking

*66

172

61%

4. fire stairs

2

3

•

5. load zone

*1

1

•

6, handicap access

N

Y

•

Actual
Conditions:

Proposed Occupancy
Requirements:

Code
Needs:

1. exits/floor

2

3

2. exits/bldg.

5

3

3. off street
parking

27

*40

4. fire stairs

2

2

5. load zone

1

*1

6. handicap access

Y

Y

Pueblo Hotel

32%

•

* potential parking
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Glenwood Hotel
Actual
Conditions:

PROJECT
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Code
Needs:

1. exits/floor

2

2

2. exits/bldg.

5

3

3. off street
parking

8

4. fire stairs

1

2

•

5. load zone

1

*1

•

6. handicap access

Y

Y

Actual
Conditions:

Proposed Occupancy
Requirements:

1 exits/fioor

2

3

2. exits/bldg.

4

3

3. off street
parking

*40

86

53%

4. fire stairs

1

2

•

5. load zone

*1

1

•

6. handicap access

Y

Y

80%

Coronado Hotel

* potential parking
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Proposed Occupancy
Requirements:

Code
Needs:

Goldspot Market Center
Actual
Conditions:

Proposed Occupancy
Requirements:

1. exits/floor

N/A

N/A

2. exits/bldg.

13

3

3. off street
parking

107

62

4. fire stairs

N/A

N/A

5. load zone

1

1

6. handicap access

Y

Y

Code
Needs:

'

Coronado Hotel
Exterior
Since it was closed in 1974, the Coronado currently reflects
13 years of neglect and vandalism , as can be observed in the
exterior photographs in the appendix.
The exterior walls of
the hotel appear to be structurally sound and the years of
neglect appear to have had only cosmetic effects.
Windows/Doors
All of the first story windows have been broken and boarded
up, and a substantial number of second story windows are
broken as well.
The wooden window frames exhibit substantial
weathering, from neglect.
Roof
Areas of the roof, particularity over the cafe and portions
of the North and Northwest side of the building are in a
state of disrepair, resulting in substantial deterioration of
the floor, ceiling , walls and stairs.
Interior
The floors and walls adjacent
to the broken windows have
deteriorated due to prolonged exposure to the climate of the
Southwest. As a result of vandalism, several fires have
damaged interior walls
and
floors and have caused the
destruction of many interior details and finishes.

Mechanical/Electrical
The mechanical and electrical systems are assumed outdated as
their condition contributed to the hotel's
closure in 1974
by the City of Tucson.

Goldspot Market Center
Exterior
The exterior walls appear structurally sound and show no
significant signs of settlement, deflection, or deformation.
Neglect in periodic maintenance has led to cracking of the
stucco and the deterioration of some of the facade elements.
Windows/Doors
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A substantial number of the market windows have been boarded
over. The original wooden frames remain and would require
only minor restoration.
Roof
•
As the building was in operation until 1984,
the roof
exhibited no signs of substantial deterioration.
Isolated
cases of membrane failure have led to some water damage which
would necessitate a thorough inspection and repair, if the
structure were to be reused.
Interior
The market is a single story structure constructed on a
concrete slab. Although
the
floor
coverings
have
deteriorated in areas, the slab appears to be structurally
intact.
Most of the interior wall finishes have deteriorated
with neglect, some of the original tile remains on the
Southwest corner and West side of the building.
Water damage
from roof leaks and obvious scars from previously removed
assemblies are the primary problems of the market ceiling.
Mechanical/Electrical
All plumbing, environmental controls
would need to be upgraded for reuse.
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and

electrical systems

Immaculate Heart Academy
Exterior
As the Academy was in operation until 1985, the exterior is
in good condition.
Isolated
areas
of
stucco
have
deteriorated along with some of the exterior detailing,
but
overall the building exhibits a higher level of maintenance
than any of the other surveyed properties.
Windows/Doors
Wood mullions and frames for all windows and
excellent condition. Broken glass is minimal.

doors are in

Roof
The roof was last repaired with asbestos shingles in 1964.
The preliminary survey determined no significant deficiencies
of this structure.
Interior
The overall interior condition showed no signs of structural
deficiencies and exhibited a well maintained appearance.
Mechanical/Electrical
Fire codes have enforced the upkeep of the electrical system
and it appeared to be in good condition.
No central,
environmental, control system exists and would need to be
installed if the building were to be reused.
All plumbing
would need to be replaced as well.

Glenwood Hotel
Exterior
The hotel currently employs a residential supervisor who
performs periodic maintenance of the building assemblies.
Externally the building is in good condition with no apparent
structural problems.
Windows/Doors
Due to periodic
maintenance
and
limited
vandalism, the doors and windows of the hotel
in good condition.

damage
from
are currently

Roof
As the building
was
in operation until 1984,
exhibited no signs of substantial deterioration.

the

roof

Isolated cases of membrane failure have led to some water
damage which would necessitate a thorough inspection and
repair, if the structure were to be reused.
Interior
When the hotel ceased operation as an apartment complex in
1984, the interior was left full of unclaimed articles of
human habitation, many of which remain today.
A wide variety
of personalized interior
finishes,
coverings
and
modifications over the past several years have also left
their mark on the hotel's interior.
Mechanical/Electrical
Eire codes have enforced the upkeep of the electrical system
and it appeared to be in good
condition.
No central,
environmental, control system exists and would need to be
installed if the building were to be reused.
All plumbing
would need to be replaced as well.
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Hotel
Sxterior
The stuccoed exterior of the hotel exhibits extensive water
damage.
The walls appear to be structurally sound and show
no significant signs
of
settlement,
deflection,
or
deformation. Since the hotel was closed for building code
infractions in 1982,
a nine foot cyclone fence has kept
vandalism to a minimum.
Windows/Doors
Because of the protective fencing, many of the hotel windows
remain intact.
Lack of maintenance
and
exsposure
has
resulted in deteriorated wooden window and door frames.
Roof
The roof exhibited no signs of substantial deterioration.
Isolated cases of membrane
failure have led to some water
damage which would necessitate a thorough inspection and
repair, if the structure were to be reused.
Interior
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Water damage from
roof
leaks and obvious
scars
from
previously removed assemblies are the primary problems of the
hotel ceiling.
As the hotel was stripped of interior finish
after it was closed in 1983, the walls and floors are barren
and appear to require only cosmetic repair.

Mechanical/Electrical
The series of evaporative coolers which have been added to
the hotel over the past several
years would need to be
replaced by a centralized control system.
Both the plumbing
and electrical systems would need to be upgraded for reuse.
EVALUATION
In order to
objectively
compare
project
options, the
following scale rates the physical
characteristics of each
property:
High 1 2 3 4 5

Low

1

Goldspot Market Center - Because it exhibited the fewest
number of code deficiencies with no outstanding physical
defects, the Goldspot
is
rated highest
for physical
condition.

2

Pueblo Hotel - Because it exhibited the second fewest
number of code deficiencies with no outstanding physical
defects, the Pueblo is rated second highest for physical
condition.

3

Immaculate Heart Academy - Although the Academy has the
greatest number of code deficiencies and the highest
hazard rating, it is in the best physical condition of all
the properties studied.

4

Glenwood Hotel - A high parking deficiency placed the
Glenwood below the Immaculate Heart Academy.
However, the
physical condition of the building placed it higher than
the Coronado.

5

Coronado Hotel - Although the Coronado exhibited fewer
deficiencies than the Immaculate Heart and the same number
as the Glenwood, it is rated
lowest
due to substantial
deterioration of several building components.

HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE
The next characteristic
evaluated
was
the
historic
significance of each property.
The following discussion
identifies the historic background of each building and their
comparative value.
Goldspot Market Center
Designation - Historic District/Landmark
Historically, the Roosevelt neighborhood was a series of
suburban residential areas, lying distant from the urban
core, with McDowell Road forming the Northern most boundry of
the City limits.
The initial growth of this area occurred
during the "Early Urban Center Period of Phoenix"
(19121931), which was characterized,
in part, by an expansion of
residential neighborhoods.
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This expansion was accompanied
by
the
development
of
neighborhood oriented services, such as the corner drug and
grocery stores, dry cleaners, bakeries, and restaurants.
The
ultimate in neighborhood
commercial
development occurred
during the late 1920's with the advent of the shopping
complex concept of several businesses utilizing one building.
According to the
Historic Phoenix Commercial
Properties
Survey, the best remaining example of a shopping complex
within a neighborhood context is the Goldspot Market Center.
Built in 1925, after a design by the Phoenix architect Jake
Knapp, the Market was located on a major intersection,
Roosevelt and Third Avenue.
The Market was built by the
Roosevelt Realty Company
to
support
the
expanding
neighborhood North of Roosevelt.
A grocery store provided
the primary enterprise in the center, with support businesses
in smaller shops at the ends of the L shaped market.
The historic significance of the building is substantiated by
a high level of integrity.
Many of the original facade
elements remain, distinguishing it as a typical example of an
early 20th Century commercial
building,
characterized by
Mission Revival influences.
Furthermore,
the
current
rehabilitation and preservation of the historic structures,
and elements which characterize the surrounding neighborhood,
also contribute to the significance of this structure, as the
setting in which the market was developed is part of the
historic context. The
only notable
alteration
to
the
building is that its original brick facade was stuccoed and
painted.

Coronado Hotel
Designation - National Register of Historic Places
The three storied structure was designed in the Spanish
Colonial Revival style under an architect associated with the
Triplett firm.
The Triplett firm was
a large construction
company, established in Tucson in 1923 by Roger and Thomas
Triplett.
The hotel was an addition to an existing bakery owned by
Harold M. Brooks.
An immigrant
from England,
Mr.
Brooks
acquired the bakery in 1910 and opened the Coronado in 1928.
The Coronado Hotel, constructed during the intensive hotel
development period of Tucson in the late 1920's, was the only
hotel North of the Southern Pacific Railroad tracks to be
located within the immmediate vicinity of the downtown.
The
hotels' location made it a prominant structure,
facilitating
and serving, the
growing
tourist trade.
Following the
construction of the Coronado, were the El Presidio, Pioneer,
and El Conquistador hotels.
Today only three of these hotels
remain, the most prominent of which, is the Coronado.
Although the hotel currently exhibits substantial physical
deterioration, the building has retained much of its original
integrity as alterations over the past 65 years have been
minimal.
Glenwood Hotel
Immaculate Heart Academy
Designation — Historic District/Landmark
The Armory Park Residential Neighborhood
was established
circa 1880 with the advent of the Second Transcontinental
Railroad to Tucson.
Parts
of
the
neighborhood
were
constructed to house Southern Pacific Railroad employees,
while other areas developed in response to the prestige that
this neighborhood exhibited in the late 1800's and the early
1900's .
The Glenwood Hotel (1908) was built
in the "Mission" style
with arched porches on both the first and second floors.
Although the brick exterior walls of the building have been
stuccoed and painted,
the building has undergone minimal
alterations and therefore, retains sufficient
integrity .of
original form to
establish
it
within
the
historic
neighborhood context.
The Immaculate Heart Academy was built in 1886, and served as
a school for the Sisters of the
Immaculate Heart Order until
1985. The use of stone, quarried from the now extinct
"A"
mountain quarry, contributes to the historic significance of
this structure.

As a result of several physical alterations over the past
several years, the building has lost some of its original
integrity.
Primary examples of this a r e :
1. The school
playground.

addition

in

the

North

2. The installation of two enclosed fire
stairs.
3. The addition of exposed duct work on
the building exterior.

Pueblo Hotel
Designation - Over 50 Years of Age
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Originally known as the Willard H o t e l , the Pueblo Hotel was
built in 1902,
on the corner of 12th Street and South 6th
Avenue.. The hotel is one of the buildings to have been
designed by the architect Henry C. Troste during the years he
worked in Tucson. Troste is credited with designing a number
of significant Southwestern buildings. His work in Tucson
includes such buildings as the Carnegie Library,
the Owls Club, and the Steinfeld Mansion.
The hotel is also characteristic of the "Mission" style, a
major architectural form which is prevalent in the buildings
of Armory Park.
These historical associations to both Armory
Park and Troste,
establish the property as an historically
significant element of Tucson's architecture.
However, the hotel's
original
facade
was significantly
altered in the 1940's due to the the removal of the mission
styled parapets.
This alteration may affect the property's
elegibility for tax benefits.
EVALUATION
In order to
objectively
compare
project
options,
the
following scale rates the historic context of each property:
High 1 2 3 4
1
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Low

Goldspot Market Center
Because
it is the only
remaining market
complex evocative of
early
urban
Phoenix, the Goldspot is rated highest in historic
value.
Coronado Hotel - Because it is one of the few remaining
hotels of Tucson's early tourist
development, and is
individually recognized on the National Register,
the
Coronado is also rated highest in historic value.

2

Immaculate Heart Academy - Because of comparative scale,
size, and unique characteristics, the Immaculate Heart
Academy is rated second highest in historic value.

3

Pueblo Hotel - Because of association to the
architect Troste, the Pueblo Hotel is rated higher than
the Glenwood but, as a result of a significant
loss of
integrity due to facade alterations, the hotel was rated
lower than the Immaculate Heart Academy.

4

Glenwood Hotel The Immaculate Heart is rated higher
than the Glenwood due to the physical size of the school
complex which affects a considerable proportion of the
neighborhood.
Both the Academy and Pueblo Hotel Rate
Higher as a result of architectural characteristics
which make them unique to Tucson's history.
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EVALUATION
findings

for potential

Properties:
A
B
C
D
E

Goldspot Market Center
Pueblo Hotel
Immaculate Heart Academy
Coronado Hotel
Glenwood Hotel
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Options

Location:

Historic
Significance:

Physical
Analysis:

1

B

A,D

A

A

2

A

C

B

B

3

C

B

C

C

4

E

E

E

E

5

D

D

D

Rank:

Based on the sequential assessment of project
options, the
Goldspot Market Center in Phoenix was determined to exhibit
the best development potential
for
the proposed reuse.
However, the building selected for further study was the
second option; the Pueblo Hotel in Tucson.
Although rated second in development
potential, the Pueblo
Hotel is situated in an office market which appears oriented
towards building reuse projects. The number and location of
existing and reuseable stuctures suitable for office use has
created a fortuitous environment
for historic rehabilitation
projects. El Presidio de Tucson National Historic District,
as well as three other National Historic Districts located
immediately adjacent to the downtown provide the impetus for
this trend.
Based on the strength of this growing market
group, it is estimated that the economic impacts for current
rehabilitation projects will equal
357 -376 person years of
labor and generate
17.6
to
25.5 million
dollars
in
construction (3).
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INDEPTH FEASIBILITY STUDY
The purpose of the following indepth study is to:
# Confirm hypothesis for the preferred
reuse
approach
determined
through
project development.
# Determine the economics of a project so
as to be able to make a decision to
proceed, and
approach
sources
of
funding for support.
# Obtain preliminary approval by state
and local
officals
concerned
with
historic preservation and life safety
issues.

FEASIBILITY
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EXAMPLE STUDY

# Increase confidence in the viability of
the proposed development approach.
Based on it's age, the Pueblo Hotel is currently eligible for
the minimum 10%
tax
credit.
Because
of
significant
alterations which have affected the historic facade of the
hotel, it may be difficult to obtain the larger 20% credit
available to certified historic buildings. Obtaining the 20%
credit at this point, will require extensive documentation
and restoration efforts if the project is to receive federal
approval by the National Park Service.
In either case, the
proposed reuse will need to conform with the standards for
"certified rehabilitation" if it is to receive any of the
benefits.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations outline the steps necessary to
restore the building to original condition where possible and
to modernize the spaces on the interior so that they comply
with present code requirements.
The recommendations are
supported by historical analysis and, where possible,
have been referenced to either graphics or photographs.

1< Remove the apartment managers office and pool.
Both the office
and
pool were constructed in 1944 to
accomodate the renovation of the building from a hotel to
apartments (Figure 1). Because this addition took place less
than fifty years ago,
it is not part of the structure's
historic development. Removing the addition will reduce the
required number of parking spaces by 800 sq.ft. (4 spaces)
and open up an entry from the East end of the property to the
hotel's central court yard.
.

J
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Figure 1

First Floor
1.
Z
3.
4.
5.

Apartment Manager's Office
Pool
Masonry Wall
Interior Court Yard
Parking

T

Circulation
780 sq. ft.
Useable Space 5.250 sq. ft.

m
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Figure 2

Second Floor
Circulation
Useable Space

1.032 sq. ft.
4.448 sq. ft.

Total

5,180 sq. ft.
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2. Restore the roof.
The photographs in figures 4-8 show little change in form or
material between the years of 1902 to 1939.
The stove pipe
additions to the existing masonry chimneys were the only
significant changes in form during this period.
Once an essential stylistic feature, the extended rafter ends
and facia have since been
replaced by rain gutters. These
elements should be restored, as they were characteristic of
Trost's use of the Mission style and represent
part of the
historic fabric of the hotel.

PROJECT
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The original roof surface was constructed of a composite
shingle which has since been replaced by successive versions
as it wore out. The current condition of the roof requires
that the existing
shingles
be replaced.
The new roof
material should match the texture and pattern of the historic
version. The HVAC units currently placed on the roof should
be removed and their vent holes patched and shingled.
There
is also evidence of structural deformation of the roof frame
which will need to be repaired.
3. Restore parapets to their original form.
The Mission Revival style of the parapets shown in figures
4-8 were an essential feature of the hotel's historic
facade.
As evidenced by the
photograph
in 1939,
these
parapets were altered less than fifty years ago having been
replaced with a horizontal coping.
Because of their
impact on the historic value of the hotel,
the parapets
should be reconstructed.
,

Figure

5

December 1939
Figure 6

Trost & Trost 1907

4. Repair stucco.
The exterior of the Willard Hotel was originally exposed
brick.
The brick was later covered with a stucco finish
which probably coincided with the removal of the ornamental
parapets.
In order to completely
restore
the historic
character of the hotel, it would seem necessary to remove the
existing stucco. However,
past studies indicate that the
brick used in the original construction was very soft and
could be damaged during such a process.
Therefore,
it is
recommended that the existng stucco be repaired and the
parapet reconstructions be stuccoed to match the present
material.
5. Restore all exterior windows and doors.
All exterior window frames and doors should be refurbished.
Preliminary investigations indicate
that
the
current
deterioration of fenestration would not warrant replacement.
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6. Great a new
property.

parking

area

in the vacant East end of the

In order to satisfy part of the parking requirements for the
proposed use, the East end of the lot should be converted to
parking service. This will require filling in the existing
pool and removing the manager's office, both of which have no
historic value.
7. Create a new entry way from the
rear to the interior courtyard.

new

parking area in the

Removal of the manager's office will create an opportunity to
develop a landscaped entry into the interior courtyard of the
hotel.
A paved walkway should lead from the parking area to
an existing rear entry in the courtyard.
8. Rebuild the two fire stairs.
The fire exits required by current building codes can be
acheived by rebuilding the stairs
located at the East and
North Ends of the hotel's main corridors.
Utilizing these
stairs will minimize alterations to the building form.
9. Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
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The series of evaporative coolers which have been added over
the years should be replaced by a central
control system.
Currently, the main corridors of both the first and second
floors have been furred down to provide a 7'x 3' duct space
for the current system.
The proposed plan would
involve
incorporating the mechanical equipment into the two new
fire stairs and routing the duct work in the existing fur
downs to serve the adjoining rooms.
This approach would
improve the existing condtion and create no new alterations.

2
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10. Electrical

Section

Currently, the electrical system consists of a collection of
different components which have been added over the life of
the hotel. The condition of these elements eventually led to
the hotel foreclosure
in 1984.
Exposed conduit on the
hotel's exterior needs to be removed and the system replaced
with new feeders, breakers, and branch circuits
installed
intregally with the building.

1. Interior Court Yard
2. Hallway Fur-downs

11. Plumbing
Depending on the future tenant layout, new plumbing will have
to be installed.
Installation
should
utilize existing
bathroom configurations and fixtures.

INTERIOR
Historical analysis of the hotel revealed that the interior
has undergone a number of alterations.
However,* lacking the
original construction documents and accurate dates and extent
of subsequent alterations, it is difficult to determine which
elements are significant to the Hotel's historic development.
The first significant alteration of the interior could have
occurred in 1902,
the year the hotel was built.
Newspaper
articles announcing the Hotel's opening in 1902, refer to the
building as Alexander Casey's new house which has been leased
for use as the Willard Hotel
(1).
However, without
the
original construction drawings, it is difficult to determine
what changes were made
in converting the building from a
house to a hotel.
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from the years 1901 to 1903, show
house connected to the rear of the
building (Figure 9). Both of these structures appear to
additions to the main form due to:
1. The form and style of the additions
vary from that of the main building.
In both
plan
and
elevation the
additions
appear
independently
developed, resulting
in
an
odd
connection,
at the rear entry, to the
interior court yard.
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Figure ! 9 Sanborn Map 1901-1903-

A second major alteration is believed to have occurred in the
early 1940’s when the hotel was converted to apartments.
When the hotel
first opened in 1902,
it contained thirty
rooms, 6 of which had private baths.
A recent survey of the
building counted 28 identifiable apartments, each with it's
own bath and kitchen.
Those 28 eight units includes those
which are located in what was historically the bath house,
kitchen, and dining room.
Further support of these findings could be obtained through
an investigative analysis
of
the
building's
internal
construction.
Careful deconstruction of building components
can be useful in determining what changes have been made to
the original form.

01

Based on the foregoing analysis, Figures 10/11 identify the
the key, historic, plan elements which,
although altered,
remain today.
In any proposed reuse scheme, these elements
must be preserved. Changes which might affect the partitions
of individual rooms should be avoided where possible.

J. 1
H IS TO R IC ELEMENTS Figure 10

First Floor

2.
3.
4.
5.

Kitchen and basement
Bath house
Circulation halls and stairs
Patios
Dining room

H IS TO R IC ELEMENTS

Figure 11

Second Floor
1. Circulation halls and stairs
2. Decks

RECOMMENDATIONS
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Figure 12

South Elevation
1. Remove evaporative coolers.

2. Reconstruct parapets.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Repair roof.
Reconstruct eaves.
Repair stucco.
Remove exposed conduit and plumbing.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Figure 13

West Elevation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Remove evaporative coolers.
Reconstruct parapets.
Repair roof.
Reconstruct eaves.
Repair stucco.
Remove exposed conduit and plumbing.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Figure U

North Elevation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Remove evaporative coolers.
Reconstruct parapets.
Repair roof.
Reconstruct eaves.
Repair stucco.
Construct new stair ways to house HVAC
Remove exposed conuit and plumbing.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Figure 15

East Elevation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Remove evaporative coolers
Reconstruct parapets.
Repair roof
Reconstruct eaves.
Repair stucco.
Construct new stair ways to house HVAC.
Remove exposed conduit and plumbing.

DESIGN CONCEPTS
The following design ideas are presented as guidlines for
future development efforts on the Pueblo Hotel. Each concept
has been designed to minimize alterations to historic fabric
a n d , where possible, improve existing conditions.
SUB-DIVISION SCHEMES
Due to the configuration and size of the hotel, reuse plans
will need to accommodate a variety of tenant sizes.
In
multiple user buildings, entrances, bathrooms, loading bays,
and corridors will be shared, and various management problems
can arise if the design is not adequately considered.

A
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STUDY

EXAMPLE STUDY
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Currently, the Pueblo Hotel
is capable of serving several
tenant sizes. The optimum condition would be a division plan
in which one tenant utilizes one complete floor of the
hotel and thereby reduce the number of shared facilities.
However, this condition may
be
difficult
to
acheive,
requiring that the hotel be capable of serving more than one
tenant on a specific floor.
Figures 16 and
17
demonstrate
several possible tenant
accommodation schemes.
The first
floor plan (figure 16) has
been sub-divided into 6 individual office
groups.
The
tenancy sizes range from approximately 400 sq. ft. to almost
2000 sq. ft.
in size.
The second floor plan
(figure 17)
demonstrates how one floor can be utilized by one tenant
group. Both arrangements
take
advantage
of
existing
partitions and plan configurations.

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
Figure 16

Parking Spaces
Loading Zone

27
1

Tenant Space Divisions
A (1.898 sq. ft.)

D (408 sq. ft.)

library
conference
2 bathrooms
7 workstations

1
2

B (676 sq. ft.)

E (500 sq. ft.)

1
7

bathroom
workstations

bathroom
workstations

1 bathroom
3 workstations

C (492 sq.ft.)

bathroom
conference
3 workstations
1

F (300 sq. ft.)

1 bathroom
2 workstations

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
Figure 17
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REAR VIEW OF OFFICE COMPLEX
Rear view of the reconstructed hotel building. Sketch
shows new fire stairs/HVAC addition and rear entry arcade.

fw-¥v

■

= INTERIOR COURT YARD CONCEPT SKETCH
Example of interior court entry with new ramada which
directs visitors to desired office.

COSTS
Hard Costs

U p g g

Land (18,130 sq.ft. @ $18.47/sq.ft.)
Title Fees
Building Rehabilitation (11,211 sq.ft. @ $40/sq.ft.)
Tenant Improvement Allowance
(11,211 sq.ft. @ $10/sq. ft. )

335,000
1,000
448,440
112,110
$896,550

Total Hard Costs
Soft Costs:

FEASIBILITY
STUDY

Permits Fees
Signage
Process Rehabilitation Certification
Insurance
Architectural/Engineering Fees
Administrative
Printing and Promotion

2.500
7.500
2.500
1,000
50.000
10.000
1.500
$75,000

Total Soft Costs

EXAMPLE STUDY
Financing Costs:

(based on a $729,000 loan)

Construction Loan Points (2%)
Permanent Loan Points (2%)
Construction Interest
($729,000; 8 months @ 9.5%, 50% outstanding)
Lease up Reserve
($729,000; 12 months @ 9.5%)
Leasing Commission
Developers Fee
Contingency
Total Financing Costs
Total Project Cost
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14,580
14,580
23,000
69,300
22,000
30,000
15,000
$188,460
$1,160,000

FIVE YEAR PROFORMA
Rental Income:

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

Office
(11,211 s.f. @ 14.50)
Vacancy (8.5%)
Covered Parking
(10 spaces)

162,560

170,688

179,222

188,183

197,592

(13,818)
2,400

(14,508)
2,520

(15,234)
2,646 ' "

(15,996)
2,778

(16,795)
2,917

Effective Gross Income

151,142

158,700

166,634

174,965

183,714

Operating Expenses:
Management Fees (4%)
Administrative
Reserves
Net Operating Income
Debt Service

(6,045)
(1.500)
(3.500)

(6,348)
(1.500)
(3.500)

(6,665)
(1.500)
(3.500)

(6,998)
(1.500)
(3.500)

(7,348)
(1.500)
(3.500)

140,097

147,352

154,696

162,967

171,366

(127,400)

(127,400)

(127,400)

(127,400)

(127,400)

Before Tax Cash Flow

12,697

19,952

27,569

35,567

43,966

Return on Investment

5.2%

8.2%

11.4%

14.6%

18.1%

(24,883)

(16,885)

(8,486)

Taxable Income

(39,755)

(32,500)
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR BUILDING SURVEY FORM I
1)

Survey Area

Enter study area.

2)

Address

Enter- address of the building.

3)

tax parcel

4)

Owner

See above.

5)

Owner Address

See above.

6)

Market Value

Enter price.

7)

Access to building

Determine if the building can
be accessed for study.

8)

Lot No.

Property lot numbers.

9)

county

County of property location.

10) T

R

number

S

Information to
from assessor.

be obtained

Township> range and section.

A. AREA PROFILE
11) Boundaries

Enter major
streets
which
designate the area around the
building under study.

12) Boundary activities

Enter the types of activities
which occur
within
the
designated area.

13) Local services

Enter the types of services
which
occur
within
the
designated area.

Enter gross floor area,
rent
14) Existing and planned
per square foot, square feet
office space in the area
per unit, and percent vacancy
for existing
and
planned
office space in the area.
15) Adjacent property

Enter the use and condition of
structures located
next
to
building under study.

16) Hidden assets of the
area

Describe any attribute which
adds to the
value of the
structure.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRELIMINARY STUDY SURVEY FORM II
B. BUILDING PROFILE AND CONFIGURATION
17) Floor area

Enter
the
gross
including the basement.

area,

18) No. of floors

No. of floors above grade.

19) No. of buildings

Enter the total number of
buildings on the property. A
separate form will be filled
out for each building.

20) Age

Enter exact age.

21) Structural material

Indicate
material.

22) Basement

If there is a basement, check
whether it
is
useable
for
office purposes.

23) First floor

Write
approximate ceiling
height.
Where variable, write
range and circle figure that
that applies
most.
Write
approximate spacing between
columns.

24) Upper floors

Same as (23).

25) No. of exits/building

Enter no.

26) No. of exits/floor

Enter N o .

27) Lot size

Enter the lot
feet.

28) Building coverage

Enter the total square footage
of the ground floor of all
buildings on the lot.

29) Loading zone

Check the appropriate
response.

.30) Parking

Check the appropriate response
and enter the number of spaces
available.

the main structural

area

31) No. fire stairs

Enter N o .

32) Handicap access

Note if handicap
presently possible.

in square

access is

C. Use 33) Zoned

Indicate what the property is
presently zoned for.

34) Previous use

Check the most recent past use
of the building.

35) Present use

Check current use of the
building if it is not vacant.

36) Vacant

Check if 100% vacant, or write
in the square footage vacant
if building
is
partially
occupied.

37) Months vacant

Enter the number of months the
space has been vacant. If the
building is partially occupied
Write the location
of
the
vacant space, e.g. 3rd and 4th
floors.

D. ELEVATORS
38) No. of passenger
elevators

Enter number.

39) Size

Enter the size in Square feet.

40) No. of freight
elevators

Enter number.

41) Capacity

Write capacity in pounds of
largest freight elevator.

E. Historical Significance
42) Historic Context

Specify how this property
compares
with
similar
resources
within applicable
survey theme.
(See
Section
Section
D
Historic Significance.)

43) Historic Association

Indicate and
comment
specific association(s).

44) Alterations

Note any alterations from the
original construction, either
historical or recent.

45) National register

Indicate current status.

x'nn

on
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F. Physical Condition
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47) - 50)

Indicate the overall condition
of each
of
the individual
elements listed.

G. Sketch Map

Sketch the general layout of
the
property.
Indicate
streets, access, overall bldg,
circulation and form.

H. Photographs

Provide photographs that best
represent the property.

THE NATIONAL REGISTER CR ITERIA
The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, and culture is
present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of
location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and:
A.

that are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of our history; or

B.

that are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or

C.

that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high
artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

Do

that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory
or history.

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions): Ordinarily cemeteries, birthplaces, or graves of
historical figures, properties owned by religious institutions or used for religious
purposes, structures that have been moved from their original locations, reconstructed
historic buildings, properties primarily commemorative in nature, and properties that
have achieved significance within the past 50 years shall not be considered eligible for
the National Register. However, such properties will qualif y if they are integral parts of
districts that do meet the criteria or if they fall within the following categories:
A.

a religious property deriving primary significance from architectural or artistic
distinction or historical importance; or

B.

a building or structure removed from its original location but which is
significant primarily for architectural value, or which is the surviving structure
most importantly associated with a historic person or event; or

C.

a birthplace or grave of a historical figure of outstanding importance if there is
no other appropriate site or building directly associated with his or her
productive life; or

D.

a cemetery which derives its primary significance from graves of persons of
transcendent importance, from distinctive design features, or from association
with historic events; or

E.

a reconstructed building when accurately executed in a suitable environment
and presented in a dignified manner as part of a restoration master plan, and
when no other building or structure with the same association has survived; or

F.

a property primarily commemorative in intent if design, age, tradition, or
symbolic value has invested it with its own historical significance; or

G.

a property achieving significance within the past 50 years if it is of exceptional
importance.
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Creating historic contexts: The Secretary's standards and guidelines offer the following
steps for creating historic context:

1.

Identify the concept (or theme), time period, and geographical limits for the
historic context.

2.

Assemble information about the historic context:

3.

4.

5.

a.

Collect information about the history of the geographical area
encompassed by the historic context, including information about
properties that have already been identified. Identify groups of
properties that may have important roles in defining historic contexts
and values.

b.

Assess information to identify bias in historic perspective,
methodological approach, or area of coverage.

Synthesize information. Prepare a written narrative of the historic context,
providing a detailed synthesis of the data collected and analysed. Important
patterns, events, persons, architectural types and styles, or cultural values
should be identified. Consider:
a.

trends in area settlement and development;

b.

aesthetic and artistic values or problems embodied in architecture,
construction, technology, or craftsmanship; and

c.

research values or problems; social and physical sciences and humanities;
and cultural interests of local communities.

Define property types.
a.

Identify property types that have relevance and importance in
illustrating the historic context. Determine how the National Register
criteria apply to each on the basis of the important patterns, events,
persons, and cultural values discussed in the written narrative of historic
context. Also, outline and justify the specific physical and associative
characteristics and quality of historic integrity that an individual
property must possess to be eligible for listing as a member of the
property type.
'

b.

Characterize the locational patterns of property types, that is
generalizations about where particular types of property are likely to be
found.

c.

Characterize the current condition of known properties relating to each
property type.

Identify information needs. State what gaps exist in the understanding and
knowledge of the historic context, and why the information is needed to
perform identification, registration, and treatment activities.

